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Tribal Council suspends Old
Agency District council Representative
By Gabriel Desrosiers Jr. Public Information Officer

Agency Village, SD – On Monday, May 16, 2022, Tribal Council went
into an executive session. The session took place to discuss suspending Old
Agency District council representative, Floyd Kirk Jr. Further, the
OA council representative was suspended on pending charges. Details and
more information are not being released at the time.

Erin Griffin Selected as 2022 Bush Fellow

Agency Village, SD – Erin Griffin joins 23 other extraordinary leaders who are
movers and shakers in their home communities. Griffin is compassionate in having the
Dakota language be spoken from the very young to elders along with cultural practices
long forgotten. To be a leader of this movement, she will finish her doctoral degree in
Indigenous language and culture revitalization, increase her proficiency in the Dakota
language, and create intentional moments for rest and rejuvenation.

Bush Foundation Selects 24 Extraordinary Leaders
for 2022 Bush Fellowships

(Saint Paul, MN – Embargoed until 12:01 AM, May 19, 2022) – The Bush Foundation today
announced the 2022 Bush Fellows, a group of individuals whose remarkable vision and drive
are transforming communities in Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and the 23 Native
nations that share the same geography.

The 2022 Fellows are:
Kaltun Abdikarani
New Brighton, MN
Jaime Arsenault
Bemidji, MN
Tashina Banks Rama
Pine Ridge, SD
Rose Chu
Little Canada, MN
Prince Corbett
Saint Paul, MN
Comfort Dondo
Plymouth, MN
Saymoukda
Duangphouxay Vongsay
Saint Paul, MN
Rebekah Dunlap
“Every year, the Fellows inspire us
with their immense talent and even bigger ideas to make the region work better for everyone,” said Damon
Shoholm, grantmaking director for the
Bush Foundation. “We’re thankful for
the opportunity to support their growth
as leaders and their bold thinking to
create large-scale change.”
CONTACT
Kathy Graves
Kathy@parenteaugraves.com
612-242-3184
About the Bush Fellowship
The Bush Fellowship provides Fellows with up to $100,000 over 12 to 24
months to pursue
education and learning experiences
that help them develop the skills and relationships to foster
large-scale change in their communities and region. The Fellowship is distinctive in its flexibility,
allowing Fellows to define what
they need to become more effective and
equitable leaders.
Fellows can use the funding to pursue such things as education, leadership
training, networking and mentorship.
This year, 468 people applied for
the Bush Fellowship. Through an in-

Esko, MN
Mike Elliott
Brooklyn Center, MN
Devon Gilchrist
Minneapolis, MN
Emilia Gonzalez Avalos
Richfield, MN
Erin Griffin
Sisseton, SD
Bradley Harrington
Onamia, MN
Abdiaziz Ibrahim
St. Paul, MN
Rania Johnson
Woodbury, MN
ifrah mansour
Woodbury, MN
depth process that
included interviews and mentoring
sessions with community leaders, Bush
Fellows alumni and
Bush Foundation staff, applicants
named the impact they seek and what
they need to get to the
next level of their leadership. The
selection committees were comprised
of individuals from a
mix of sectors, geography, genders,
and racial and ethnic identities to reflect
the diversity of our
region.
More than 2,400 people have received support from the Fellowship
over the past 60 years. “The Bush
Foundation has been honored to be part
of their leadership journey and thrilled
to witness the extraordinary contributions these individuals have made to
their community, region, and world,”
said Shoholm.
The Bush Foundation will accept
applications for the 2023 Bush Fellowship beginning
September 1. The Bush Fellowship
is open to anyone aged 24 years and
older who wants to
build their ability to make change
happen. Applicants must live in Min-

Editor’s note: this is a an article on
responses of tribal leaders to the follow
up to the report on Indian boarding
schools.
Leaders Respond to Federal Indian
Boarding School Investigative Report,
Call it 'Monumental'
BY DARREN THOMPSON
MAY 16, 2022
When Assistant Secretary of Interior Bryan Newland presented the Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative
Investigative Report to the public on
Wednesday, May 11, it made news
headlines throughout the world.
For the first time in history, mainstream media reported the U.S. federal
government admitted that it funded and
supported Indian boarding schools, and
that Indian boarding school separation
of children from their families has resulted in abuse, intergenerational
trauma, loss of language, culture, identity, land, and death for perhaps tens of
thousands of Indigenous children, and
more.

“This report is devastating and important,” tweeted Minnesota Lieutenant
Governor Peggy Flanagan on May 11.
“We have a responsibility here in Minnesota – and across the country – to understand the impact the boarding
schools had on our families and to take
action.”
An enrolled citizen of the White
Earth Band of Ojibwe, Flanagan also
tweeted, “Too many do not know about
this painful chapter in our history. It is
time to tell the whole truth and address
the impact federal boarding schools
have had in Native communities – the
link to disparities in health, education,
child welfare, and many others.”
The announcement the federal government admitted that it operated
boarding schools that have contributed
to what survivors refer to as genocide
and historical trauma struck deep for
Indian boarding school survivors and
many others.
“It’s historic and monumental,” Jodi
Archambault, Hunkpapa and Oglala

Hoang Murphy
Saint Paul, MN
Rahel Nardos
Saint Louis Park, MN
Shirley Nordrum
Laporte, MN
Janice Richards
Porcupine, SD
Artika Tyner
Saint Paul, MN
Lori Walsh
Sioux Falls, SD
Pahoua Yang
Cottage Grove, MN
Pang Yang
New Hope, MN

nesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota or one of the 23 Native nations that shares the same geography.
ERIN GRIFFIN | Sisseton, SD | Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Tribe
Erin Griffin envisions Makoce
ataya Dakota Oyate kin Dakota iapi kte,
a future where the Dakota Oyate
will speak the Dakota language
everywhere. From an early age, she
wanted to understand and speak
Dakota but found it difficult to find
effective learning strategies and opportunities to use what she had
learned. She has dedicated much of
her work and passion to creating spaces
for her community to learn
the Dakota language and culture.
Now, to create even greater change, she
knows it is important to
establish supportive places for people, especially women, to speak
Dakota. To be a leader of this
movement, she will finish her doctoral degree in Indigenous language
and culture revitalization, increase
her proficiency in the Dakota language, and create intentional moments
for rest and rejuvenation.

Mary Parson (shown) completed professional training to enhance her skills in working with young children.

Parsons recognized
by Development Program

Agency Village, SD - Mary Parsons has joined a new group of professionals in the childcare and education field in South
Dakota. She participated South Dakota Pathways to Professionalism Program Career Lattice. Registry is voluntary. The Career Lattice has been created to recognize professionals who believe that the quality of care and education children receive
depends on the knowledge and skills of those who care for and educate them.
Please join other parents in your program and community by thanking Mary for the special role
she plays in the lives of the children and families she serves.

Leaders Respond to Federal Indian Boarding
School Investigative Report, Call it 'Monumental'
Lakota, told Native News Online. “I
would challenge anyone to find the
United States talking about federal Indian boarding schools.”
Archambault previously served
President Barack Obama’s Administration as the White House Associate Director of Intergovernmental Affairs and
wrote several speeches and presentations for the president and his administration.
“I tried to put material [on boarding
schools] in speeches and tried to get the
president to mention them,” Archambault said of her attempts to have former president Barack Obama discuss
federal Indian boarding schools when
applicable. “Every time we put language in a statement, the Department of
Justice asked us to remove the content.”
She recalls only several mentions of
boarding schools during her tenure at
the White House, and none of them
were televised.
The federal government admitting
it was wrong comes with consequences,

though, said Archambault. “The biggest
component of this [admittance] is liability,” she said. “Now people can sue
the federal government and will have a
very big purse to pursue.”
The investigation into federal Indian boarding schools was directed by
U.S. Secretary of Interior Deb Haaland
on June 22, 2021, after hundreds of unmarked graves were discovered at former residential schools in Canada last
June. Since last June, there have been
more than 1,000 unmarked graves
found at Indian residential schools in
Canada.
Organizations, governments, municipalities, leaders, and mainstream
media are publicly discussing federal
Indian boarding schools and the impact
it has had not only on the country, but
the survivors and their families.
“The federal and state governments
of the United States have dealt tremendous loss and suffering to the Native
and Indigenous people throughout generations, including the horrific and sys-

tematic erasure of their culture and their
children,” said Washington Governor
Jay Inslee in response to the report. “It
is difficult to confront such hard truths
about our past, but it is necessary for
healing and progress. Washington state
stands ready to do what we can to acknowledge the trauma and harm these
schools caused, and uplift the efforts of
those who fight to ensure the many
Tribal languages, cultures and knowledge persist and flourish.”
Over the years, many boarding
schools have stopped operating and facilities have been demolished, burned
by fire, or their records have been lost
leaving it difficult to search for accurate
accounts of who attended the schools
and where children who died while attending the schoold were buried.
“It is good news to hear that federal
Indian boarding schools are being investigated at such a high level,” said
American Indian Movement Grand
Governing Council Co-Chair Lisa Bellanger to Native News Online. “There

is an intense amount of work that needs
to happen to bring our children home.”
The American Indian Movement is
organizing a fire on May 28 in honor of
the 215 Indigenous children who were
found in unmarked graves at the Kamloops Indian residential school in
Canada on May 28, 2021. “We want to
call for people across Turtle Island to
go to a local boarding school site and
light a small fire in honor and memory
of the boarding school children,” said
Bellanger.
“We will light a fire at the Pipestone
Boarding School at 6 p.m.,” said Bellanger.
The National Native American
Boarding School Healing Coalition has
a full listing of boarding schools and locations on their website.
This article originally appeared at
Native News Online. It is reprinted here
with permission. All rights reserved.

UNAPPROVED SCHOOL BOARD PROCEEDINGS
May 9, 2022
The School Board of Sisseton
School District 54-2 met in regular session on Monday, May 9, 2022, at 5:30
p.m., in the Sisseton School Multipurpose room.
Members present: W. Rice, L. Wegener, C. Deutsch, J. Evenson, W.
Hawkins, S. Johnson, W. Rice, J.
Schaunaman and S. Stickland
Member absent: J. Eastman
Others in Attendance: Dr. Meyer,
Lori Kuschel, Jim Frederick, Dawn
Hoeke, Dr. April Moen, Dr. Michelle
Greseth, David Peterson, Amy Piotter,
Dan Piotter, Aykre Piotter, Eric Dahl,
Kevin Deutsch
Pres. Rice called the regular meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance
PUBLIC INPUT: Eric Dahl,
wrestling coach, spoke about the Jr.
High wrestling agreement with Rosholt
School District for 2021-22. Dan and
Amy Piotter stated that Rosholt School
District has submitted a proposed
wrestling agreement and they were requesting approval of the proposal.
Conflict Disclosure Authorization:
None
The payroll for April was: Gen
Fund: Instr $305,560.99, Spec Prog
$65,904.98,
Supp
Srvc-Instr
$21,405.44, Student $23,534.49, Gen
Admin $16,473.44, Sch Admin
$53,389.87, Business $110,875.08,
Commun Srvc $571.15, Co-CurricularMale $2,106.40, Female $.00, Combined $10,100.35, Total General Fund
$609,922.19, Spec Ed Fund-Instr/Spec
Prog $120,157.92, Food Service FundServ $22,009.74, Preschool/WASP/Dr
Ed $13,010.95
The following financial report as of
4/30/22 was presented: General Fund
Bal 4/1/22 $209,085.42, Rev-Local
$218,211.74, County $26,138.03, State
$260,044.00, Fed $6,778.91, Receivables $4,790.79, Transfers In $.00, Expenditures $725,048.89, Bal 4/30/22
($48,601.47). Capital Outlay Fund Bal
4/1/22 $4,921,160.25, Rev-Local
$193,247.42, Fed $.00, Receivables
$.00, Expenditures $5,836.40, Bal
4/30/22 $5,108,571.27. Special Ed
Fund Bal 4/1/22 $767,759.01, RevLocal $157,888.21, State $.00, Fed
$77,005.85, Receivables $.00, Expenditures $157,761.34, Bal 4/30/22
$844,891.73. Federal Fund Bal 4/1/22
$13,049,858.39, Rev-Local $345.05,
Fed $2,011,061.00, Transfers Out $.00,
Bal 4/30/22 $15,061,264.44. Food
Service Fund Bal 4/1/22 $311,960.35,
Rev-Local $1,388.45, Fed $.00, Receivables $85,616.15, Expenditures
$62,199.61, Bal 4/30/22 $336,765.34.
Preschool/WASP/Dr Ed Fund Bal
4/1/22
$17,973.05,
Rev-Local
$15,427.37, Receivables $.00, Expenditures $13,258.96, Bal 4/30/22
$20,141.46. Custodial-Imprest Fund
Bal 4/1/22 $358,493.83, Rev-Local
$5,209.17, Expenditures $21,410.41,
Bal 4/30/22 $342,292.59.
Monthly Bills: 3 Bean Coffee Co
Food 299.98, Aberdeen Roncalli
School Fees 40.00, Access Systems
Serv 1,658.12, American Express Supp
1,210.83, AmericInn of Chamberlain
Trvl 202.00, AmericInn of Ft Pierre
Trvl 77.00, A-Ox Welding Supply Co
Supp 330.83, Aramark Rentals 91.42,
AT&T Mobility Serv 217.46, Automatic Building Controls Supp 352.78,
Avera St Luke’s Serv 183.60, Phil
Baker Serv 900.00, Ban-Koe Companies Serv 5,399.75, Baus Oil Company
Fuel 14,458.01, Best Western Plus
Ramkota Hotel Trvl 879.92, Best Western Ramkota Hotel-Rapid City Trvl
455.00, BHSSC Serv 6,400.00, Big
Stone Therapies Serv 4,491.02, Bimbo
Bakeries USA Food 2,340.81, Blick Art
Materials Supp 141.77, Britton-Hecla
School District 45 Fees 50.00, Browns
Valley Cenex Fuel 428.64, Browns Valley School District Serv 88.00, Buche
Hardware-Sisseton Supp 423.57, CashWa Distributing Co of Fargo Food
4,169.00, Dallas Chief Eagle Serv
2,748.60, Children’s Museum of SD
Fees 384.75, City of Sisseton Utilities
1,683.11, Clubhouse Hotel & SuitesPierre Trvl 390.64, Cole Papers Supp
187.42, Colonial Research Chem.
Corp. Supp 731.48, Community Transit
Transp 894.00, Corporate Translation
Services Serv 28.44, Creative Rewards
Supp 30.00, Culinex Supp 136.80, Custodial-Imprest Fund Fees 585.00,
Dakota Potters Supply Supp 168.80,
Dakota Western Corporation Supp
2,126.40, Maribeth De Dios Trvl
327.40, Decker Supp 208.99, Dell
Rapids School District Fees 12.00,
Scott Deutsch Serv 200.84, East Side
Jersey Dairy Food 3,554.91, Steve
Finnesand Repairs 60.00, First Call
Auto Parts Supp 496.27, Fun Express
Supp 1,419.97, G & R Controls Improvements 2,248.00, Gopher Sport
Supp 180.21, Groton Area School District Fees 150.00, Hamm Plumbing
Serv 871.09, Harlow’s Bus Sales Supp
2,524.78, Hillyard/Sioux Falls Supp
3,348.49, Holiday Inn & Suites Sioux
Falls Trvl 236.00, Innovative Office
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Solutions Supp 5,070.88, Jensen
Awards And Engraving Supp 731.00,
Sara Johnson Serv 43.25, KorManagement Services Serv 331.01, Lori
Kuschel Trvl 48.00, Robert Kwasniewski Serv 243.68, Lakes Gas Co.
Fuel 809.46, Learning Without Tears
Workbooks 606.87, Lewis Family Drug
Supp 32.89, Lillegard Inc. Supp 97.92,
Marco Technologies Serv 276.20, Marshall County Health Care Serv
4,377.14, McCrossan Boys Ranch Tuition 12,689.96, McGraw-Hill Workbooks 4,331.85, Milbank School
District Fees 150.00, Mitchell Technical Institute Fees 107.00, MobyMax
Software 1,395.00, NCS Pearson Supp
26.80, Amanda Nordquist Food 50.19,
Oaks Public School District Fees
150.00, OtterTail Power Company Serv
28,767.89, Kallie Pitzl Serv 43.25, The
Principals’ Conference Fees 150.00,
Ramkota Hotel Trvl 1,463.88, Darlene
Redday Refund 88.20, Riddell/All
American Sports Corp Serv 2,477.25,
Riverside Insights Supp 273.10,
Roberts Conservation District Supp
227.50, Roberts County Sheriff Office
Serv 50.00, Allison Rolstad Trvl 52.08,
Rosalie’s Food 15.00, Elizabeth
Schmidt Trvl 23.94, Calvin Schubert
Serv 200.84, SDAEOP Fees 95.00,
SDHSAA Supp 420.00, Sisseton Arts
Council Serv 1,700.00, Sisseton
Courier Ads 841.82, Sisseton Flower
Shop Supp 229.95, SmartCareOS Software 109.00, Snap-On Tools Supp
117.80, Stillson Service Supp 293.28,
Subway Food 186.16, SYNCB/Amazon Supp 5,553.79, Teals Market Food
1,303.42, Tri State Building Center
Supp 254.68, Tri State Water Rentals
71.30, Twin Valley Tire Supp 5,890.77,
US Bank Voyager Fleet Systems
Trvl 162.02, US Foods Food 28,946.29,
US OMNI & TSACG Compliance Serv
50.00, Lindsay Veflin Trvl 69.72, Venture Communications Coop Comm
2,588.72, Verizon Wireless Comm
51.34, VFT Virtual Field Trips Software 350.00, Watertown School District Fees 200.00, Western Books Supp
3,249.20, Western Psychological Services Supp 81.40, Roxanne Wright Trvl
26.88. Custodial-Imprest Bills: Watertown HS NFL Reg 102.00, Florence
High School OI Team Reg 253.00,
Michelle J Moen Meals 31.50,
Michelle J Moen Meals 35.00, Eric
Heath Meals 10.50, Jennifer Fisher
Meals 122.50, Eric Heath Meals 80.50.
The consent agenda which included
the minutes of the April 11, 2022
School Board Meeting, and financial
reports and claims for payment for the
Custodial accounts as well as the District accounts were presented to the
Board for approval.
ACTION NO: 3354 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
J. Schaunaman to approve the consent
agenda. All members present voting
aye, the motion carried.
RECOGNITION: Congratulations
to FCCLA, FBLA and FFA state participants.
ACTION NO: 3355 A motion was
made by S. Johnson and seconded by J.
Evenson to approve the agenda as presented. All members present voting
aye, the motion carried.
INFORMATIVE ITEMS:
Dr. Meyer gave the first reading of
the following policy: ECAB – Vandalism.
Dr. Meyer gave the second reading
of the following policy: JHCDA – Student Self-Administration of Asthma or
Anaphylaxis Medication with JHCDA–
E(1) Consent Form.
Dr. Meyer discussed our practices
for student meal allowance for schoolsponsored co-curricular and extracurricular activities. Students may receive
$3.50 per meal based on leave before
and return after times if the destination
is more than 60 miles one way, upon
the written request from the
advisor/coach. This funding may be
pooled for the entire group or provided
to each student, based on advisor/coach
preference.
A proposal was received from
Rosholt School District to form a JH (68th grade) wrestling partnership for the
2022-23 and 2023-24 school years.
Discussion followed.
Dr. Meyer discussed ESSER III /
safe return plan renewal. Public comment will be listed on agenda prior to
June board meeting, and a survey to be
available for all public to fill out looking for input. The plan must be approved every 6 months through the
duration of ARP funding.
ACTION ITEMS:
ACTION NO: 3356 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by L. Wegener to accept the resignation
of school board member, Sara Johnson
effective immediately, with thanks for
her years of service to the school board,
students, staff and community. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
S. Johnson departed from the meeting.
Dr. Meyer read the letters of resig-

nation from:
Certified Eric Heath Head Boys
Basketball
Certified Dustin Lotzer Asst. Track
Certified Shelby Mack WS Kindergarten effective following the 2021-22
school year
Certified Katlyn Torgerson WS 2nd
grade effective following the 2021-22
school year
Noncertified Lance Haug Head
Football
Lori Kuschel requested the Board to
approve the following staff hires:
New Staff
Certified Sara Johnson District
Nurse BA (5) $47,500.00
Noncertified Schuyler Regan Custodian $13.25/hr.
Certified Michael Uthe Activities
Director $68,000.00
Certified Shauni Uthe Middle
School Education BA (5) $45,000.00
ACTION NO: 3357 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by L. Wegener to approve the resignations and staff hires as presented. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3358 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
S. Stickland to approve the following
policy: JHCDA – Student Self-Administration of Asthma or Anaphylaxis
Medication with JHCDA–E(1) Consent
Form.
ACTION NO: 3359 A motion was
made by W. Hawkins to approve
Rosholt School District wrestling partnership proposal as stated, for two
years, 2022-23 and 2023-24 for junior
high (grades 6-8) wrestling. The motion
died due to lack of a second.
ACTION NO: 3360 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
J. Evenson to approve SHS roofing
project with architectural services from
Coop Architecture. All members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3361 A motion was
made by J. Evenson and seconded by
L. Wegener to approve the request for
bids on a 14-passenger bus. All members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3362 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
J. Schaunaman to vote yes on
SDHSAA Constitutional Amendment
#1. All members present voting aye, the
motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3363 A motion was
made by J. Evenson and seconded by S.
Stickland to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #2. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3364 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
J. Evenson to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #3. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3365 A motion was
made by S. Stickland and seconded by
J. Evenson to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #4. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3366 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by L. Wegener to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #5. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3367 A motion was
made by S. Stickland and seconded by
L. Wegener to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #6. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3368 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by L. Wegener to vote yes on SDHSAA
Constitutional Amendment #7. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3369 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
J. Evenson to vote Dr. Jeff Danielson,
Watertown, as SDHSAA Division II
Superintendent Representative. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
GRADUATES
The following list of seniors was
presented by Mr. Frederick with the
recommendation that they be approved
for graduation, provided they meet all
requirements. Discussion followed to
also include the consideration of notation of valedictorian and salutatorian
for this year and in future years.
Christopher Baumann
Constance Benda
Darien Benson
Riley Bravebull
Jairus Chanku
Jay Chaudhari
Jose Chavez
Tamera Cheauma
Allison Christopherson
Avery DeSpiegler
Sage DuMarce White
Kasey Guy
Georgia Hamm
Mikala Hanson
Parker Hanson

Phoenix Ironhart
Raegan Janssen
Tate Johnson
Ayden Just
Jordan Just
Ty Langager
Heath Long
Joshua Long
Jamaal Lufkins
Kalie MacConnell
Madison Matthew
Mitchell Moen
Hailey Nelson
Sonni Redday
Veronica Rice
Riley Steen
Brooklyn Swanson
Brock Syverson
Samuel Tohocoka
Busy Williams
Shiane Young
ACTION NO: 3370 A motion was
made by J. Evenson and seconded by
L. Wegener to approve tentative Sisseton High School graduate list for 2022
with notation of valedictorian and salutatorian for 2022 and in future years.
All members present voting aye, the
motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3371 A motion was
made by C. Deutsch and seconded by
J. Schaunaman to approve listed items
as surplus property for discard/disposal
(a copy is available in the Business Office). All members present voting aye,
the motion carried.
The 2022-23 preliminary budget
and comparison to the 2021-22 budget
will be presented to the board at a special board meeting May 26, 2022.
Next Month’s Meeting – June 13,
2022 – Spring coaching contracts for
2022-23, approve insurance policies for
2022-23.
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS:
Mr. Frederick reported the Cognia
accreditation review is complete, with
thanks to all for their participation.
Thanks to Jen and Brandon Fisher for
a successful prom, and to the post-prom
committee for a great event for students. Fine Arts/Academic Awards will
be held May 16 and Graduation will be
held May 21. Semester tests are scheduled for May 17-18.

Mrs. Hoeke reported preparing for
summer school and working on Comprehensive Needs Assessment action
items. Middle School awards will be
held May 18.
Dr. Moen thanked educators for
providing a high-quality learning environment. She reported on awards day,
year-end activities and kindergarten
registration and screening.
Dr. Greseth reported testing has
been completed, completing Special
Education evaluations, and making
plans for summer school and ESY.
David Peterson reported preparing
for summer projects and HVAC update
in the practice facility.
SUPERINTENDENT REPORT:
Tribal consultation has been moved
to May 31. Dr. Meyer discussed the
2022 Homecoming date. There is no allocation for free meals into the 2022-23
school year and school meal waivers
have not been included in this appropriations bill. Regular food service regulations and meal reimbursement prices
will go back into effect for the 2022-23
school year. We will be making the
Free/Reduced meal applications available to families when they are available. We will again host a summer
foods program. Free meals will be
available to all children ages 18 and
under. The program will be May 31 –
August 12; closed July 1 and 4. All
meals must be eaten on site. Summer
WASP will be held May 31 – August
12; closed July 1 and 4.
ACTION NO: 3372 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by L. Wegener to move into executive
session at 6:44 p.m.to discuss Personnel
(SDCL 1-25-2 (1) ) and Negotiations
(SDCL 1-25-2 (4) ). All members present voting aye, the motion carried.
Pres. Rice resumed the regular
meeting at 8:05 p.m.
ACTION NO: 3373 A motion was
made by J. Schaunaman and seconded
by J. Evenson to approve the Sisseton
Education Association Collective Bargaining Agreement for 2022-23 as presented. All members present voting
aye, with C. Deutsch abstaining, the
motion carried.

ACTION NO: 3374 A motion was
made by L. Wegener and seconded by
S. Stickland to approve the following
fall and winter coaches for 2022-23. All
members present voting aye, the motion carried.
Brayden Tasa Asst. FB Charles
Hruby Asst. BBB
Tyler Appel Asst. FB Jon Donnell
Jr. High BBB
John Agnew Jr. High FB Xavier
Donnell Jr. High BBB
Jennifer Fisher Varsity Volleyball
Brittany Klapperich Varsity Gymnastics
Sara Lincoln Jr. High VB Mary
Christopherson Asst. Gymnastics
Tyler Munson Head Boys Golf
Teresa Meland Jr. High and 5th Gr.
Gymnastics
Eric Heath Asst. Boys Golf Tera
McDonnell Boys & GBB Cheer
Eric Heath Head Girls Golf Sara
Lincoln Varsity Girls Basketball
Tyler Munson Asst. Girls Golf
Ethan Kranhold Asst. GBB
Charles Hruby Cross Country
Kasey Metz Varsity Wrestling
Tera McDonnell Football Cheer
Aarik Gray Asst. Wrestling
Darin Peterson Asst. Wrestling
Eric Dahl Jr. High Wrestling
ACTION NO: 3375 A motion was
made by J. Evenson and seconded by J.
Schaunaman to approve the noncertified staff wage recommendations for
2022-23. All members present voting
aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3376 A motion was
made by J. Evenson and seconded by S.
Stickland to approve
administration contract terms for
2022-23. All members present voting
aye, the motion carried.
ACTION NO: 3377 A motion was
made by C. Deutsch and seconded by
L. Wegener to adjourn the meeting at
8:06 p.m. All members present voting
aye, the motion carried.
Lori Kuschel, Business Manager
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‘The United States lags behind’

High gas prices not expected
to slow down tourism
Kylie Carlson
South Dakota News Watch
Even though fuel prices have hit an
all-time high, state officials and business operators in the South Dakota
tourism industry remain optimistic that
the summer of 2022 will be another
record-setting season for visitors and
revenues.
Tourism industry experts say the
post-COVID desire to travel, South
Dakota’s wide variety of tourist attractions and a reputation for great hospitality have overridden visitor concerns
over high gas prices, at least so far in
2022.
Gas prices have been on a steady
rise in recent months, and are well
above what drivers paid for fuel last
year.
On May 19, 2022 the national average price of regular unleaded gas was
$4.59 per gallon, according to the
American Automobile Association. The
South Dakota average was $4.20 per
gallon, AAA said, and all 50 states had
an average price over $4.00 per gallon
on that date.
For comparison, the national average price on May 19, 2021, was $2.90
per gallon of unleaded.
Deb Schuetzle, operator of the
Hitching Horse Inn in Pierre, credits
South Dakota’s welcoming reputation
as a big reason the state remains a popular tourist destination even during a
time of soaring fuel prices.
“We really thought that maybe our
gas prices may affect our tourism season, but thus far, it has not,” said
Schuetzle, who runs the four-room bed
and breakfast inn.
South Dakota has a “warmth and
charm people just love,” she said.
The Hitching Horse Inn has routinely been full this year and has had to
turn some people away, Schuetzle said.
“It has been really looking up … and
I’m probably ahead of last year. So I’m
very, very pleased with that.”
Tourism is among the state’s largest
industries, and many South Dakota
towns and residents rely on visitor

spending to maintain a thriving economy.
In its 2021 Economic Impact Report, the South Dakota Department of
Tourism said 13.5 million people visited the state that year. Those visitors
spent an estimated $4.4 billion in 2021,
an increase of 30% over 2020.
The industry generated $354 million in state and local sales taxes in
2021. Visitor spending represents 5.1%
of South Dakota’s economy and supports one in every 17 jobs in the state.
Tax revenue that tourism provides
saves South Dakotan households $980
per year in taxes, the department said.
“Tourism in South Dakota is a jobcreating, revenue-generating industry
that plays a vital role in supporting the
state’s economy year after year. It’s not
just valuable for the state of South
Dakota, these efforts impact communities and families throughout our state,”
Katlyn Svendsen, spokeswoman for the
South Dakota Department of Tourism,
wrote to News Watch in an email.
Key branches of the tourism industry include lodging, retail shopping and
food and beverage sales. With fuel
prices almost a dollar higher per gallon
than in 2021, transportation may play a
bigger role in the choices
tourists make in 2022 but is not expected to result in a major drop in visits
or revenues, Svendsen said.
“We may see shorter trips, less
money being spent on food, beverage,
souvenirs, etc. [But] we remain confident that our family-friendly, affordable
state, featuring world-class outdoor adventure, will continue to draw visitors
to South Dakota,” Svendsen wrote.
Teri Schmidt, executive director of
Experience Sioux Falls, which aims to
attract visitors to the Sioux Falls area,
said gas prices do not appear to be a
major deterrent to visits to the region so
far.
“Our visitor guide requests are up,
the interest in Sioux Falls, the calls that
we’re getting … those are all up. If
those are any indication, we should
have a really good summer again,” said

Old Agency District is looking to fill the

Human Services Board Representative position.
We will be taking
taking applications
applications from
May 23rd through June 3rd.
Depending on the amount of application received
an election will be scheduled on June 8th, if not enough
applications; we will take nominations off the
floor and the next regular district meeting.

Old Agency District will not have a meeting in May due to no quorum.

Requesting sealed proposals for:
The Veterans Memorial Youth Center is looking for a contractor to provide work.
The contractor will submit a bid to connect an existing modular trailer to a new
construction addition. This foundation will be a continuous structure for later
construction.
The Contactor will provide work in the following:
1. Provide bid for the Youth Lodge for a continuous foundation for:
a. Existing trailer size is approximately 73.6’ x 50’
b. New build addition structure size will be 50’ x 50’
c. Timeframe for completion of work
d. Work with other contractors for work completion
All work will meet state and tribal construction codes
All sealed bids must include and be submitted by May 20, 2022:
Applicants must submit the following as part of their proposal:
A letter of explanation on work experience
Required Documentation:
1. Copy of SWO Business License, if proposal is approved.
2. Tero license
3. Must be able to pass a federal background check, if approved.
Length of Contract:
Applicant must be available for the duration of work.
Payment:
Payment will be submitted when the Youth Center receives invoice of finish project
Contact the SWO Procurement Office for specifications: LennieBP@swo-nsn.gov
Please submit sealed proposals to:
SWO Procurement Office
Attn: Lennie Peters
PO BOX 509
Agency Village, SD 57262
Must be submitted by 4:00pm on Friday May 20, 2022

Wednesday, May 25, 2022

Schmidt. “South Dakota and Sioux
Falls offer what people are looking for
— the great outdoors, activities, events,
culture, sports, our state kind of has it
all.”
Svendsen added that in the first
quarter of 2022, the state was already
outpacing 2019 visitors counts by 18%.
She added that Arrivalist, a mobile geolocation tracking company, showed
that South Dakota had the highest jump
in overnight stays so far this year, with
an 11% increase compared to 2019.
While the high gas prices are making travel more expensive, many visitors are continuing to make vacation
plans.
The high price of petrol did not dissuade Duane Johnson and his wife
Trish from taking a long driving vacation this month. The retired couple
from Wisconsin stopped to fuel up in
Rapid City on May 17 on their way
home after visiting their daughter in
Salt Lake City.
Gas prices were so volatile that the
Johnsons paid $3.80 a gallon when they
left Wisconsin two weeks earlier to
make the 2,600-mile round trip journey.
In Rapid City, they paid $4.48 a gallon
for mid-grade unleaded gasoline. Unleaded cost them $4.80 a gallon in Salt
Lake City, Johnson said.
“How about that? Almost $100 to
fill up,” said Johnson, who felt compelled to point out that he is not movie
actor Dwayne Johnson, The Rock.
Johnson said the couple discussed
the cost of gas before embarking on
their vacation, but decided the desire to
visit their daughter overrode their concern over fuel costs. “The gas prices do
affect us, but they haven’t stopped us,”
he said.
The couple considered saving
money by driving to Utah in their Toyota, which gets more than 20 miles per
gallon, but took their gas-guzzling
Chevy Silverado (14 mpg) because
they wanted to bring a bed and other
goods to their daughter and needed the
cargo space.
Johnson said the couple’s wanderlust will keep them on the road this
summer, with trips planned to Montana
and again to Salt Lake City. But if gas
goes to $6 a gallon or higher, Johnson
said the pair will likely fly rather than
drive, or perhaps cut back on travel altogether.
“What are you going to do?” Johnson said. “If you want to travel, you
have to pay to do it.”
According to 2022 fuel prices outlook published by Gasbuddy, a site that
predicts and publishes fuel prices online, drivers may save a little at the
pump throughout the summer months.
The predicted rate for May averaged
$4.25 per gallon with June falling to
$4.21, July at $4.18, and $4.23 in August.
Schmidt also highlighted that travelers within the state are just as important as those who come from far and
wide.
“We want those long-distance travelers coming through, but equally as
important are people in our region,” she
said. “We’re a weekend destination,
and that is a lot of what helped us pull
through COVID.”
President Biden placed a ban on imports of Russian crude oil in response
to Russian President Vladimir Putin’s
invasion of Ukraine in February. Domestic oil producers are also ramping
production back up after the events of
2020 dropped the demand for oil. In a
White House briefing on March 31,
Biden announced an unprecedented release of federal crude oil reserves at a
rate of 1 million barrels per day for the
next six months to help smooth out the
market until domestic producers can
keep up with the demand. However,
across the U.S., drivers are still paying
more per gallon than ever before.
— This article was produced by
South Dakota News Watch, a nonprofit journalism organization located
online at SDNewsWatch.org.

BY JENNA KUNZE
MAY 08, 2022
Some countries have done better
than others at implementing the Indigenous human-rights standards the United
Nations laid out in 2007, and many, it
seems, have done better than the United
States.
The UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples is a non-binding
human-rights standard that includes 46
articles intended for member states to
use as guidelines on how to affirm and
consider the rights of Indigenous people in their countries.
Negotiations on the Declaration
began in 1982 and took 25 years, the
longest of any declaration in UN history. The General Assembly finally
passed it in 2007 by a 144-4 vote. The
four countries that voted against it —
Canada, the United States, Australia,
and New Zealand — all reconsidered
their positions three years later, and the
declaration is now considered a “consensus document,” but many questions
remain about its implementation, especially in the U.S.
Do they or don’t they?: the United
States on supporting the Declaration
The U.S. offered qualified support for
the Declaration when it changed its
mind to “support” the human-rights
standards in 2010, in a 15-page document distributed by the State Department.
“That document qualifies a couple
of things that are really important and
that really are not consistent with the
declaration itself, or the principles of
international standards,” Andrea Carmen (Yaqui Tribe) executive director of
the International Indian Treaty Council,
who worked on drafting the Declaration, told Native News Online. “You
don't get to adopt something and then
say, ‘Well, this is really how we interpreted it.’”
One of the biggest issues is whether
the United States has implemented the
principle of “free, prior, and informed
consent”: consulting with Native nations and obtaining their consent before
adopting legislation or administrative
measures that may affect them; before
relocating them from their territories;
and before approving any project that
affects their lands, territories, and other
resources, “particularly in connection
with the development, utilization, or
exploitation of mineral, water, or other
resources.”
The State Department document
said the U.S. intends “to continue to
consult and cooperate in good faith
with federally recognized tribes and, as
applicable, Native Hawaiians, on policies that directly and substantially affect them.”
Carmen said that the U.S. conflates
consultation with consent. The difference is that “consent means the ability
to say yes or no.”
The other contentious issue during
the negotiations, Carmen remembers,
was Article 26, which declares, “Indigenous peoples have the right to the
lands, territories, and resources which
they have traditionally owned, occupied, or otherwise used or acquired.”
“That’s everything,” Carmen said.
“That was one of the hardest-fought —
that and the informed consent.”
The U.S. government also contends
that its qualified support of the Declaration only applies to federally recognized tribes. That leaves out traditional
land bases where most
fights over sacred sites — such as
Mount Shasta in California, Mount
Taylor in New Mexico, and the Grand
Canyon — are happening, Carmen
said.
‘The United States lags behind’
Bolivia implemented the Declaration into its constitution in 2009, making it legally binding.
Mexico City adopted it into its city
constitution in 2017. Since 2019, New
Zealand’s Ministry of Maori Development has been creating a plan to codify
it into national laws. Canada in 2021
passed a law embracing the declaration
and also creating a plan to implement it
into law.
This week, Paraguay announced its
own national action plan.
“By contrast, the United States lags
behind. We are not the leading democracy when it comes to Indigenous
rights,” said Walter Echo Hawk, who
currently serves as president of the
Pawnee Nation Business Council, an
attorney and tribal judge who practices
federal Indian law. “We have no national plan here in the U.S. to implement the declaration, and the Biden
administration appears strangely silent
on the implementation effort here.”
Echo Hawk was a speaker in a UN
side panel May 3 on implementing UNDRIP in the United States, hosted virtually by the University of Colorado
Law School. The law school partnered
with the Native American Rights Fund
to form The Implementation Project, a
website to collect and post information
and examples related to implementing
the Declaration.
The panel also included lawyer
Keith Harper (Cherokee), former U.S.
representative to the UN Human Rights
Council and an incoming member of
the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, and Angela Riley (Citizen

Potawatomi Nation), a professor at the
University of California at Los Angeles
School of Law and director of its Native Nations Law and Policy Center.
U.S. tribal leaders attending the UN
Permanent Forum meetings in late
April and early May asked it to implement the Declaration in several ways,
including as a safeguard of free, prior,
and informed consent in protecting
tribal self-determination; participation
in the International Decade of Indigenous Language to advance language
rights; having international museums
repatriate sacred objects removed from
tribes; and accounting for the harms of
the boarding-school era.
“Every one of these statements reference specific articles of the declaration, showing its relevance, and calls
for the U.S. and other countries to meet
their human-rights obligations to indigenous peoples,” Native American
Rights Fund lawyer Sue Noe said May
3.
Implementation tools for the United
States
The United States calls the UN
Declaration an “aspirational document,” not legally binding like a treaty.
Keith Harper said that he sees the
U.S.’s distinction between ‘hard law’
and ‘soft law’ as “a bit of a distinction
without a difference.”
Treaties are not self-executing, he
said, so just as there must be a mechanism to implement them, there must be
a plan to reach an aspiration, as many
other countries have shown in their national action plans.
The Declaration established a measuring stick, Harper said: “It provides
states specific expectations of how we
should measure their conduct. States
have to understand what is required of
them, and then in how they can say
they’re in compliance.”
He suggested that the U.S. should
hire a senior-level federal official to implement the Declaration. “During my
tenure at State there was the establishment of a special envoy for LGBTI

rights,” he said. “And so that individual
was at every conversation within the international organizations or bilateral
engagement that might give rise to
questions of LGBTI rights. So, it prioritizes that issue. It sends a message to
the world that the United States believes those rights are critical and advancing those rights are critical, so it
has a galvanizing impact as well.”
Professor Riley said the Declaration
shouldn’t be considered aspirational,
because tribes themselves have decided
to make it real.
The Muscogee Creek Nation has
passed a resolution endorsing the Declaration into tribal law, as have the
Seminole Nation, the Cherokee Nation,
and the Navajo Nations Human Rights
Commission. The National Congress of
American Indians passed a resolution
in October 2021, calling on the United
States to develop a national plan to implement it.
“It’s no longer right to say, at least
generally, that the Declaration is not
binding in the United States, because it
is actually binding in some places,”
Riley said. “It's binding in the Muscogee Creek Nation. It may become binding in other tribal jurisdictions.”
Speakers on the May 3 panel also
said there’s nothing that would stop a
federal court from referring to the Declaration when it’s interpreting current
standards. Riley said that some federal
agencies, such as the Environmental
Protection Agency, have explicit guidance on the Declaration in their internal
policy.
“There's so much deference afforded to agencies by the federal
courts,” she said. “If the agencies themselves with their expertise over certain
realms advanced the Declaration, then
the courts may well defer to those internal judgments. So that's one avenue.”
“We remind folks in the United
States that Canada, our close neighbor… is getting to this more quickly
than we are in the United States,” Riley
said. “That should inspire us, perhaps,
to get on board.”
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Deidra Dianne Lufkins ____________________________

Deidra Dianne
L u f k i n s ,
Journeyed to the
Spirit World on
May 8, 2022 by
Butte, Montana.
She was born on
January 14, 1992
the daughter in
Watertown, SD of
Daryl Lufkins Sr., and Rae Deanne
Finley. She is survived by her daughter: Rayne Azalea Eagle and brothers:
Daryl Lufkins, Jr., and Thomas
Lufkins.
As a child, Deidra loved watching
Disney movies, growing up, her
favorite was The Lion King and The
Aristocats. She had a big collection of
Disney movies. Her favorite cartoon
was Rugrats and The Fairly Odd
Parents, she’d watch them all day if
we let her. She also loved Winnie the
Pooh! Anything that had him on it, she
wanted it. When she started her
teenage years, she was a Brittany
Spears and Shania Twain fans. Then as
she grew older, she ended up listening
to Rock/Metal bands. Her favorite of
all was Avenged Sevenfold, HIM and
Slipknot. She was never a girly type,
kind of Tom boyish, outspoken and a
little on the mean side, if you got her
crabby enough. She loved animals and
had many pets growing up. She was
always bringing home strays and begging to keep them, even though we’d
say no, you have enough pets. But
somehow talked us into letting her
keep them anyway.
She had a happy childhood and
loved to reminisce about it. Laughing
and joking around about all her crazy
time with her two brothers, cousins
and friends. She’d remember everything when she spoke of her “good
times”. As she called them. She got to
spend her last month’s living with her
baby girl: Rayne, Jared Eagle, and
Lois Kampeska to whom we are forever grateful for sharing their home with
Deidra and taking care of Rayne when
she couldn’t be there. No words can
express how much it is appreciated.
Deidra was very close to her family
and friends. Growing up, she spent a
lot of time with her many relatives on
the Sisseton – Wahpeton Reservation.
Her education began at the Enemy
Swim Day School in Waybay, SD.
Then on to Tiospa Zina Tribal School
in Agency Village, SD. She was a very

smart student and was in the gifted and
talented classes all throughout her
education. Receiving numerous academic awards and student of the
month awards. She really enjoyed
going to school, always so happy to go
never complained. Deidra graduated in
2010 from Watertown High School in
Watertown, SD.
She developed many close friendships during her education, she loved
going on school trips with her friends
to Valley fair, Sioux Falls, Fargo,
Minneapolis, and wherever else they
ventured off too. During her senior
year and after graduation she started
babysitting for her aunty Lisa HaugReese. She took care of Lisa’s daughter: Zalee, they became very close and
Lisa would take Deidra along on her
business trips to watch Zalee or just
stay home with her, sometimes while
her aunty was busy. Deidra loved
Zalee very much and spent a lot of
time with them up until her aunty
Lisa’s passing.
She had various jobs also, as a
teenager. She worked at Kids Zone /
Tun O’Fun in Watertown. She loved
kids of all ages and being around
them. In 2016, she met Jared Eagle
and to their relationship, Rayne Azalea
Eagle was born on August 15, 2017.
Deidra was a very proud Mama, her
and Jared were so happy, bringing
Rayne into this world.
Deidra loved her family with all her
heart, she was always concerned about
her brothers, they were very close siblings growing up. They loved teasing
each other, always laughing and joking around. When they were little, they
loved watching W.W.E. every Monday
night and Wrestlemania every year.
Her and her brothers got to go to a
W.W.E. event in Sioux Falls, SD. and
see them live. That was one of her
favorite memories as a child. Her
graduation gift was also a favorite of
hers. She got to go to her first rock
band Avenged Sevenfold, a gift from
her aunty Lisa. She attended alone, but
had the time of her life she said.
But over everything, she got to do,
the places she got to go and people she
seen, the most important to her was
time spent with family and friends,
just hanging out, being together, cookouts, riding around and having fun
with her childhood best friends,
Ryannen and Becca. She loved spending time with them. The three were

very close since kindergarten. Deidra
had many cousins, whom she grew up
with also, the ones who were like her
siblings, Brandon, Nico and Alyssa
White. Family was so important to her,
she always helped out when she could
and was a very kind, loving, caring
daughter. She did everything to make
her parents proud. Took care of her
family and most of all, left us with a
part of her heart and soul, Rayne.
Although we’ll never physically
see you again Deidra, we are so
blessed that you shared your life with
us, and left all of us with countless,
crazy memories that’ll live in our
hearts forever.
REST IN PARADISE, DEDA
Survived by her daughter: Rayne
Azalea Eagle; brothers: Daryl Lufkins
Jr., (D.J.) and Thomas Lufkins; parents: Daryl Lufkins Sr. and Rae
Deanne Finley. She was currently living with her daughter Rayne, Lois
Kampeska and Jared Eagle in
Watertown, SD.
A visitation from 7:00 P.M. – 10:00
P.M. will be held on Wednesday, May
18, 2022 at the Sisseton Wahpeton
Oyate Community Center in Sisseton,
SD.
An all-night visitation will be held
on Thursday, May 19, 2022 at the
Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate Community
Center beginning at 7:00 P.M.
A funeral service for Deidra
Lufkins will be held on Friday, May
20, 2022 from 10:00 A.M. to 12:00
(Noon) at the Sisseton Wahpeton
Oyate Community Center in Sisseton,
SD. Philmore Simon will officiate.
The Drum Group will be Dakota
Nation.
Interment will be held at the
Waubay Cemetery in Waubay, SD.
Casket bearers will be Daryl
Lufkins Jr., Thomas Lufkins, Jared
Eagle, Bruce DeMarrias Jr., Nico
White, Charles St. John, Lonnie
Runnels II.
Honorary Casket Bearers will be
Ryannen Roberts, Becca Roberts,
Lydia McKinney, Londa Runnels,
Bryana St. John, Shasta Lawrence,
Christina Horne, Maria Iyarpeya,
Alyssa White, Kelli Spider, Dani
Kampeska
The Chilson Funeral Home in
Winsted, Minnesota assisted the family with funeral arrangements. On-line
condolences can be directed to
www.thechilsonfuneralhome.com.

Funeral Mass
for Carla Lynn
Brown, 61, of
Sisseton, SD will
be held Thursday,
May 19, 2022 at
10:00 A.M. at the
St.
Kateri
Tekakwitha
Catholic Church,
Sisseton, SD with Fr. Gregg Frankman
Celebrate, Gerald Heminger and
Pastor Nippy Owen officiating. Drum
group will be Red Storm. Pallbearers
will be Cedric “Sudsey” Max, Keith
Huff, Eric Wanna, Allen Brown, Cody
Dumarce, Sidney Wanna, Paul
Backman and Marcel Wanna.
Honorary Pallbearers will be Masey
Mae, Jacob Oliver Scott, Anastasia
Rose, Andre Jamel, Tammy Goodwin,
Nadine German, Melanie Piehl,

Douglas and Gloria Langager, and
Ella Grey Buffalo. Interment will take
place at St. Matthew’s Catholic
Cemetery, Veblen, SD. A Wake
Service will be held at 7:00 P.M. on
Tuesday, May 17, 2022 and all night
Wednesday, May 18, 2022 at St.Kateri
Tekakwitha Hall, Sisseton, SD. The
Cahill Funeral Chapel is in charge of
funeral arrangements.
Carla Lynn Brown, Maza-hde-win
“Tinkling Iron”, age 61 of Sisseton
South Dakota was born August 10th,
1960 to Vernice Brown and John
Goodman. She received her GED from
the Sisseton Wahpeton Community
College. She enjoyed beading, bingo,
crossword puzzles and various other
board and card games. She spent the
majority of her adult life living with
her two sons in Watertown SD. Where
she met and married Joseph Sherman,

one daughter was born from this
union.
She passed away peacefully on
May 14th, 2022 at the Tekakwitha
Living Center in Sisseton South
Dakota with staff by her side.
Carla is survived by her children
Christopher Lincoln Spencer Brown
of Watertown SD, Duran Joseph
Tenbear of Minneapolis MN and
Vivian Vernice Sherman of Watertown
SD. She is also survived by one brother Keith Alan Huff (Charity) of Rapid
City SD, three sister Elizabeth
Goodsell of Sisseton SD, Nola (Huff)
Ragan of Peever SD, and Cheri Ann
Huff of Duluth MN.
Carla is preceded in death by her
mother Vernice Brown, her father John
Goodman, her stepfather Melvin Huff
Sr., her grandmother Vivian King
Wanna and a brother Edwin L. Huff.

Carla Lynn Brown _______________________________

Request for Donations
Dear Sir or Madam,
There is a constant need of help.
This much is true. What we are going
through is a testament of our higher
power. Every day seems to be a new
issue. These canons that are set forth by
this body of government take a new design every time we adhere to the conformations underlined in standard
policy. This mutation of procedure becomes a challenging new border in
which we have to adapt. This is a situation, and by admitting there is an
issue, admits there is fault. Where that
lies, becomes a legal matter, broaching
a completely different Motif. That is
not the meaning of this document.
We are the Black Hills Council
(BHC), a non-profit organization,
within the South Dakota Department of
Corrections (SDDOC) located at the
Rapid City Community Work Release
Center (RCCWC), also mandated as
Minimum Security facility. The key
word in this sentence is [MINIMUM].
This facility houses approximately 200300 inmates at any given time. The majority of the inmates are of Native
American decent.
Our group (BHC) is made up of
elected individuals who take on the responsibilities of maintaining our traditions and our spiritual welfare. We
handle the essentials required for our
ceremonies. These needs are wanted
weekly. This has become a serious concern.
Before our status, the items desired
for our rituals were graciously donated
by outside family and friends, dropped
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off right in front of this very building.
We were also allowed to use the services that RCCWC/SDDOC provides
for the community. As of late, these
comforts have been regulated. Issues in
Higher Classified Facilities have left us
bereaved. Due to situations beyond our
control, this MINIMUM unit can
longer allow these gracious acts of
kindness. We are left to purchase all
items, diminishing our financial configuration.
Therefore, here are the facts:
-No items can be donated for our
ceremonies.
-None of the services provided by
RCCWC/SDDOC can give assistance
by delivering its waste from other city
projects.
-Nothing can be attained without a
representative of that specific group (liaison/pink tagger) or purchased from
an outlying organization/business.
-All items must be purchased
through the BHC account and or procured through that groups appointed
representative(s).
-Purchases must be made from
businesses approved prior to the cultural activities coordinator (CAC) permission.
We are in need of a liaison/pink tagger. This person would have to go
through a training program and pass a
background test. This individual will
take on the responsibility doing what
we, the BHC cannot such as willow for
the sweat, rocks, wood, botanicals. This
is a task by itself and sounds daunting,
but we will provide what is necessary

for this to happen. We acquire funds
through donations received from
sources in our community. Funds in
which we are thankful to those who are
willing to give. Appreciation, a word
that is not definitive enough but best
describes how we feel. This is our
plight.
When we adhere to these rules,
commit and train each other to conform, it changes. Distress is close to the
emotional state conveyed. Still, we as
inmates eager for change, acclimatize,
and look for other gateways. Once it
was easier than this, now that we have
left is this. We will make do. We have
to. As songs are heard across this country, sung by tribes thousands of miles
apart. Our ways have
been heard through generations,
stood the witness of time. Incarcerated
brothers and sisters that have strayed
from the path are finding peace in confinement with prayer. It inspires hope.
So we pray. That in our prayers, our
creator will guided us. That our songs
carry our suffering and that we mightier
change and become the people we need
to be.
You are in our prayers. Thank you
for all that you do for our people. We
hope to hear from you soon.
Respectfully,
The Black Hills Counci
Contact info for any means of donations should be handled with:
Dustin Barnes/Cultural Activities
Coordinator
Rapid City Community Work Center

Billboard in Billings
Celebrates Crow Culture and People

BY ANNA PAIGE, MONTANA
FREE PRESS
MAY 21, 2022
Apsáalooke artists join forces for a
national project that asks: ‘What does
justice look like to you?’
BILLINGS, Mont.—Sandwiched
on a strip of prairie between Monad and
Laurel roads, a billboard in Billings celebrating the Apsáalooke nation proclaims, “The Land Remembers.”
One of a series of 53 billboards that
went up earlier this month across the
U.S., the artwork on display is part of a
campaign titled “Another Justice: By
Any Medium Necessary” and launched
by For Freedoms, a national organization advocating for artists and art installations in public spaces.
[This story was originally published
by the Montana Free Press on May 20,
2022. Republished by Native News
Online with permission.]
Participating artists and activists
were asked, “What does justice mean to
you?”
For Nina Sanders, the answer was
“Apsáalooke
Immaachikittúua
Chichéhche. The Land Remembers.”
“It ties into our people, our culture and
our power,” explained Sanders, who
joined with fellow Apsáalooke members JoRee LaFrance and Bethany Yellowtail to create the billboard. “In three
parts, we are reminding people that
your land, your culture and your people
are your power.”
Claudia Peña is the executive director of For Freedoms, a national artistled social justice organization founded
in 2016 that uses billboards to start conversations.
“Billboards have been used mostly
to market products, and we are, as
artists, very interested in marketing
ideas,” Peña said. “It’s also a public
space that everyone has access to, so it
democratizes access to art, and we are
very interested in proliferating what is
considered civic spaces.”
Peña described the campaign as a
way to promote more nuanced conversations about social justice. For Freedoms involved people with different
experiences and connections to justice
in the billboard project, including people who are currently or formerly incarcerated, victims of crime and their next
of kin, law enforcement, public defenders, abolitionists … “almost every perspective you can have — especially on
the criminal justice perspective — are
included on this campaign,” Peña said.
‘THE LAND REMEMBERS’
The Billings billboard presents an
image of four Apsáalooke people, including Sanders and LaFrance, as well
as KamiJo Whiteclay and Rusty
LaFrance, on horseback. They are
adorned in beaded regalia and contemporary fashion designs created by Yellowtail, a Los Angeles-based fashion
designer with heritage stemming from
the Northern Cheyenne and Crow
tribes.
“It was something that we created
out of the love of our community and
from the center of our universe —

Crow Country,” said Yellowtail, who
grew up on the land where the photograph was taken, in the Mighty Few
District in Wyola, Montana. “It’s in the
fields that raised me,” she said. “It’s my
backyard.”
There’s power and pride in the resulting image, which originated from a
series of photos shot in October 2019
by Erica Elan Ciganek, who is based in
Long Beach, California. The images
represent years of work preparing to
debut a collection of Indigenous-designed fashions in Chicago as part of
the “Apsáalooke Women and Warriors”
exhibit, which opened in March 2020
at the Field Museum.
“I am a visual person, so the way I
express myself is through art and fashion and textiles,” Yellowtail said. “I can
create the things I want to say without
saying them.”
For the words included on the billboard, Yellowtail relied on Sanders and
LaFrance.
“‘Immaachikittúua’ is to show respect for all things,” said LaFrance, a

Dartmouth graduate working on her
PhD in the Department of Environmental Sciences at the University of Arizona. “From our perspective, that
means taking care of the mountains, the
water — all beings that are there, and
taking care of each other, our families,
and to show respect for one another.”
Sanders, who lives in Chicago and
works as a curator and consultant,
began studying Immaachikittúua when
curating the exhibit at the Field Museum. It’s a word she’s heard her whole
life in connection with the spiritual
ecology of the Apsáalooke people. In
the catalog of the “Women and Warriors” exhibition, Sanders shared the
story of Iichiikbaaliia, the First Maker
of the Crow people. “Iichiikbaaliia instructed people to live in a way that is
considerate of all living things and told
them it was their responsibility to care
for Earth and her creatures, and to
honor the many gifts they were given.”
The way of being is described as “Immaachikittúua.”

A billboard titled “The Land Remembers” by artists JoRee
LaFrance, Bethany Yellowtail, Elan Creative and Nina Sanders has
been installed in Billings as part of a national campaign that asks,
"What does justice mean to you?"

NOTICE OF SCHOOL BOARD VACANCIES
ENEMY SWIM DAY SCHOOL

Two (2) School Board positions will become vacant. One position must be in
the category of Enemy Swim Day School parent and is a three (year) term.
The other position is in the category of at-large and will fulfill the vacated
term expiring September 30, 2023. The at-large position can be a community
member or parent. The Declaration of Candidacy forms will remain confidential
until the time of publication.
Declaration of Candidacy may be filed in the office of the Business Manager,
Enemy Swim Day School, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Central
Standard Time, not earlier than the 10th day of May 2022, and not later than the
23rd day of May 2022. Candidate qualifications and background will be certified.
The School Board election will be held Thursday, June 30, 2022, between 9:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. at the Enemy Swim Day School. All Tribal members and
parents are eligible voters.
Absentee Ballots requests may be submitted starting at 9:00 am on June 14,
2022 through 3:00 pm on June 29, 2022. Absentee Ballots received after 3:00
pm on June 29, 2022 will be null and void.
Debra Rumpza
Business Manager

Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
Human Resource Department

LAKE TRAVERSE RESERVATION
BOX 509
AGENCY VILLAGE, SOUTH DAKOTA 57262-0509
PHONE: (605)698-8251, 698-8238, 698-8239, 698-8240

The Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate is seeking to fill the following position(s):
Protective Services Worker (2 positions)

Child Protection Program

Child Care Workers (6 positions)

Little Steps Day Care

Security (Part Time)

Youth Lodge

Assistant Cook

Tribal Elderly Nutrition Program

Closing Date: May 27, 2022 @ 12:00PM (Noon)
Outpatient Counselor

Dakotah Pride Center

Dispatcher

Law Enforcement

Domestic Violence Case Manager Advocate

Office of Victims of Crime

Closing Date: June 3, 2022 @ 12:00PM (Noon)
Transit Coordinator

Department of Transportation

Police Reserve

Law Enforcement

Paralegal

Legal Department

Juvenile Probation/Diversion Officer

Tribal Court

Project Director

TREE

Director, Head Start/Early Head Start

Education

JOM Classroom Aide/Tutor

Education

Chief Financial Officer

Finance

In-House Attorney

Tribal Executive Committee

Teacher Aide

Head Start

Teacher & Teacher Aide

Early Head Start

Bus Driver/Custodian

Head Start

Bus Driver (Part-Time)

Head Start
Positions Open Until Filled

Contact Denise Hill by phone: 605-698-8251 or DeniseH@swo-nsn.gov
Application & Job Description can be downloaded online: http://www.swo-nsn.gov/contact/employment
(Tribal preference will apply)
BIG COULEE ~ BUFFALO LAKE ~ ENEMY SWIM ~ HEIPA/VEBLEN ~ LAKE TRAVERSE ~ LONG HOLLOW ~ OLD AGENCY
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Emerging Breakthroughs in
Behavioral Health Policy
Emerging Breakthroughs in Behavioral Health Policy The COVID-19
pandemic uncovered many glaring
health disparities in Tribal communities. However, this pandemic exposed
something even more alarming, the severe impacts on mental health.
In his December 2021 Advisory, the
United States Surgeon General found
American
Indian/Alaska
Native
(AI/AN) youth were at a higher risk for
mental and behavioral health challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic. While the Advisory focused on
youth, these findings could also apply
to adults and other health challenges in
Tribal communities.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic,
Tribal communities were already in a
behavioral health crisis. According to
the National Center for Health Statistics, AI/AN women experienced the
highest increase in suicide rates of 139
percent from 1999 to 2017. AI/AN men
between the ages of 15 to 44 had the
highest rates of suicide of all race and
ethnicity groups. The overall death rate
of AI/AN adults from suicide is roughly
20 percent higher compared to the nonHispanic White population. Suicides
have skyrocketed among AI/AN veterans, from 19.1 to 47 in 100,000 persons. But most shocking, for those aged
18 to 39, it was 66 in 100,000 persons.
The pandemic devastated Tribal communities, made worse by the consequences of chronic underfunding. For
example, according to the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration (SAMHSA), 13 percent of
the Tribal population needs substance
abuse treatment, but only 3.5 percent
receive any treatment.
Congress must tackle these issues
head-on with aggressive funding for
prevention and treatment measures for
Tribes. Congress has an opportunity to
advance behavioral health on several
fronts. Congress reauthorized the Violence Against Women Act in the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2022
(VAWA). The reauthorization empowers and affirms Tribal governments’
sovereignty and authority to exercise
special Tribal criminal jurisdiction by
adding additional crimes of child violence, sexual violence, sex trafficking,
stalking, obstruction Health, ReporterHealth, ReporterNational.
The Indian Health Board Spring
20222 Emerging Breakthroughs in Be-

havioral Health Policy • continued of
justice, and assault on Tribal justice
personnel to the list of crimes committed by non-Indians against Indians that
may be prosecuted and adjudicated by
Tribal governments. It authorizes increased funding, from $5 million to $25
million per Fiscal Year (FY), to assist
Indian Tribes in strengthening their
criminal justice systems and implementing the VAWA Special Tribal
Criminal Jurisdiction. The reauthorization also establishes a pilot program for
Indian Tribes in Alaska to exercise the
special Tribal criminal jurisdiction over
certain crimes committed by non-Indians against Indians within Alaska Native villages. It limits participation in
the pilot program to only 30 Indian
Tribes, with certain exceptions.
The bill otherwise maintains the
current jurisdictional authorities of the
United States, the State of Alaska, and
Indian Tribes in Alaska. It is intended
to strengthen Tribal authority to seek
justice for native victims for certain violent crimes committed by non-Indians.
Justice is an important step toward
healing and recovery for victims and
communities. Much more is needed to
complement this Tribal authority. Violence reduction and prevention efforts
must also focus on the victims’ trauma
and the underlying behavioral health
problems contributing to violence. Sufficient resources remain an issue. Without advance appropriations and full and
mandatory funding for health care,
Tribes can lose behavioral health care
providers during Continuing Resolutions and shutdowns or due to lack of
funding, leaving these traumatized victims without treatment and the community without adequate prevention
measures.
The Native Behavioral Health Access
Improvement
Act,
H.R.
4251/S.2226, is one piece of legislation
that provides important base funding
for Tribal communities to address behavioral health issues. The bill would
create behavioral health programs for
Tribes to develop cultural-appropriate
solutions for prevention, treatment, and
recovery. Currently under consideration
and in the refinement process, this legislation is an emerging method of funding behavioral health programs and
complements the comprehensive behavioral health programs in Title 8 of
the Indian Health Care Improvement

Little Steps Daycare
Requesting sealed proposals for:

Little Steps Daycare is accepting proposals from local artists interested in
creating a commissioned art mural in our indoor gross motor area.
Idea Completion by August 2022
Themes
• Stages of birth to five and how we feel seeing a baby grow into the child they are
when they leave us
• Culture influenced
• Creative depictions of family and extended families
• Dakota Values Add this also
The design should be suitable for all ages and acceptable for public viewing
We have three walls to be decorated. 81’ 10’*16’ (estimate not sure)
Can be completed by multiple Artists
All sealed bids must include the following and be submitted by DATE
Applicants must submit the following as a part of their proposal:
1. Resume of experience, and expertise.
2. Cover letter or Statement of Intent.
3. Detailed Scope of Work plan.
4. Two signed references that highlight the applicant’s ability to perform the scope of
work.
5. Itemized budget for consultant fees to be all inclusive. All started seeds are in the
project budget & resources needed.
6. Incremental payment schedule that is based on completion of deliverables
delineated in the work plan.
Required Documentation:
1. Abide by the laws, policies and courts of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake
Traverse Reservation shall govern proposal, contracts and work.
2. Copy of SWO Business License, if proposal is approved.
3. Documentation for Indian Preference, if applicable.
4. Signed W-9 form, if proposal is chosen.
Contact the Procurement Office for specifications: lenniebp@swo-nsn.gov
Please submit sealed proposals to: SWO Procurement Office
Attn: Lennie Peters
PO Box 509
Agency Village, SD 57262
By: May 31, 2022 at 4:00 pm

All interested parties acknowledge that any Agreement executed and performed within the Tribe’s exclusive jurisdiction
is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Tribal Court of Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation.
All interested parties acknowledge that they must comply with the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Ordinances: TERO
Chapter 59 Requirements, Wage Rates & Compliance Plan; Business License Ordinance Chapter 53 and Tax
Ordinance Chapter 67; and Chapter 75 Sex Offender Registration.

Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate
Request for Proposals for Fund Accounting\ERP Solution

Purpose Statement
The Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate (“SWO”) is seeking Requests for Proposal to invite
prospective vendors to submit a proposal to supply a Fund Accounting\ERP solution to
the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate. The RFP provides vendors with the relevant operational,
performance, application, and architectural requirements of the system.
The Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation is a sovereign and
federally recognized Indian Tribe. All proposals must include recognition that contractual
agreements and work shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws
and courts of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate. Irrespective of any language, to the contrary
in the RFP, subsequent agreements or elsewhere, no right to arbitration of any controversy
or claim arising out of or related to the Agreement will be authorized.
A Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Business License will be required before execution of the
contract.
Applicants must submit the following as a part of their proposal:
1. Cover letter or Statement of Intent.
2. Detailed Scope of Work plan according to monthly tasks.
3. Itemized budget needed to perform the scope of work, including all fees and
reimbursable expenses (such as supplies, travel, and overhead).
4. Incremental payment schedule, if applicable, that is based on completion of
deliverables delineated in the work plan.
Required Documentation:
1. Abide by the laws, policies and courts of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake
Traverse Reservation shall govern proposal, contracts and work.
2. Copy of SWO Business License, if proposal is approved.
3. Documentation for Indian Preference, if applicable.
4. Completed W-9 Form, if proposal is chosen.
All interested parties acknowledge that any Agreement executed and performed within
the Tribe’s exclusive jurisdiction is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Tribal Court
of Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation. All interested parties
acknowledge that they must comply with the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Ordinances:
TERO Chapter 59 Requirements, Wage Rates & Compliance Plan; Business License
Ordinance Chapter 53 and Tax Ordinance Chapter 67; and Chapter 75 Sex Offender
Registration.
Potential applicants interested in submitting proposals contact, Lennie Bernard-Peters,
Procurement Manager, Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation,
P.O. Box 509, Agency Village, South Dakota 57262 605-698-8302. To be considered, the
proposal must be received no later than May 27, 2022 at 4:00 pm via email to lenniebp@
swo-nsn.gov .
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Act. President Biden introduced a mental health initiative in his State of the
Union Address on March 1, 2022 and,
as Tribal nations propose for this legislation, the Native Behavioral Health
Access Improvement Act would be an
excellent part of that initiative. In addition, the Truth and Healing Commission on Indian Boarding School
Policies Act, H.R.5444/S.2907, would
establish a Commission to investigate
and document the detrimental Indian
boarding school policies and historical
trauma resulting from those policies
and to make recommendations, among
others, for federal resources and assistance to aid in healing from that trauma.
This historic Commission is intended to find a path toward healing
and justice through examination and
emergent recommendations. The National Indian Health Board’s (NIHB)
Board of Directors took action on January 25, 2022 with Resolution no. 2201 which encourages the United States
government to accept responsibility for
the boarding school policy, provide direct non-competitive funding to Tribes,
assist with healing from historical and
intergenerational trauma from the
boarding school policies, provide resources for programmatic services that
encourages reclamation of AI/AN languages, and pass the Truth and Healing
Commission on Indian Boarding
School Policies Act.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors
of the National Indian Health Board
does hereby encourage the United
States government to accept responsibility for boarding school policy and
the continuing impact of historical and
intergenerational trauma, and to take
meaningful steps to provide redress for
these harms;
and BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the National Indian
Health Board does hereby encourage
the United States government to provide direct, non-competitive funding
for Tribal Nations in recognition of
Tribal sovereignty and in honor of federal trust and treaty responsibilities, to
assist with healing from historical and
intergenerational trauma caused by Indian boarding school policy, to provide
Tribal Nations with necessary resources
to create systemic and programmatic
services that encourage reclamation
and revitalization of AI/AN language,
culture and identity that boarding
school policy was designed to eradicate;
and BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
that the National Indian Health Board
does hereby support all congressional
efforts to pass legislation approving the
Truth and Healing Commission on Indian Boarding School Policies Act and
similar initiatives.
and BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED
that the National Indian Health Board
does hereby encourage Christian
churches involved in the establishment
and implementation of boarding school
policy to accept responsibility for their
roles, to formally apologize for their
roles, and to support ef forts for healing
work in their communities and in the
reclamation and revitalization of
AI/AN identity. [National Indian
Health Board Resolution no. 22-01]
One emerging initiative is the 988 Program.
The National Suicide Hotline Designation Act of 2020 designated 988 as
a new phone number to ensure easy,
universal access to crisis services,
through calls, chats, or texts at anytime,
anywhere, by anyone in the United
States. Individuals would no longer
need to call 911 if in a behavioral health
crisis. It is intended to go live by July
16, 2022 and transform America’s behavioral health crisis care system. The
FY 2023 Budget Request for 988 and
Behavioral Health Crisis Services is
$696.9 million. NIHB has advocated
for improvements to address Tribal and
AI/ AN access. The 9–8–8 Implementation Act of 2022, introduced by Representative Cardenas (D-CA) on March
28, 2022, is intended to provide more
guidance and improvements, including
better Tribal involvement and access,
for the 988 Program.
There are 32 co-sponsors, and it is
currently pending before the House Energy and Commerce Committee. Congress has an opportunity in the FY 2023
appropriations cycle to provide bold
and aggressive investments in behavioral health prevention. Emerging
Breakthroughs in Behavioral Health
Policy • continued and treatment to
confront these problems. Several programs have been funded in the past for
behavioral health care, including for
HS: • Suicide Prevention and Care Program • Zero Suicide Initiative • Alcohol
and Substance Abuse Program • Substance Abuse and Suicide Prevention
Program • Youth Regional Treatment
Centers • Community Health Aide Program • Native Youth Program • Domestic Violence Prevention Program • Tele
behavioral Health Center of Excellence
In addition, SAMHSA has a few programs for Tribal behavioral health care
including the Tribal Behavioral Health
Grant Program which is intended to address substance use disorders and suicides rates in Tribal communities.

Ohio State Podcast Examines
the Fight to Save ICWA
BY KELSEY TURNER
MAY 23, 2022
Sandy White Hawk was just 18
months old when she was removed
from her Sicangu Lakota family on the
Rosebud Indian Reservation in South
Dakota. A white couple adopted her
that year, in 1955. White Hawk spent
her childhood separated from her family, her culture and her heritage — a
trauma that still impacts her to this day.
Now, White Hawk is fighting to defend the Indian Child Welfare Act
(ICWA), a law meant to protect Native
American children from being removed
from their tribes and sent into adoption
or foster care systems. The law is being
reviewed by the U.S. Supreme Court
this fall to determine whether it is constitutional.
ICWA was passed in 1978 in response to the hundreds of thousands of
Native children who were separated
from their families by state child welfare and private adoption agencies.
More than 80 percent of these Native
children were placed in homes outside

their families and tribal communities,
even when fit and willing relatives were
available, according to the National Indian Child Welfare Association.
In a conversation with podcaster
Robin Chenoweth on the Ohio State
University Inspire podcast, White
Hawk tells her story and talks about the
ongoing importance of ICWA. She also
discusses her first-of-its-kind study on
the effects of adoption and foster care
on Native American children and families, completed in collaboration with
Ohio State Assistant Professor Ashley
Landers.
The study found 64 percent of
American Indian respondents reported
experiencing physical abuse in foster
and adoptive homes, compared to 38
percent of white respondents. Nearly
half of American Indian participants reported spiritual abuse and a third percent reported sexual abuse. This
victimization in childhood caused
many Native adoptees to develop mental health struggles like depression and
suicidal ideations later in life.

The research by White Hawk and
Landers will be included in an amicus
brief for a Supreme Court case that is
putting ICWA at risk, according to the
podcast. Texas, Louisiana and Indiana,
along with several individual plaintiffs,
claim ICWA is unconstitutional because it is based on race, violating
equal protection laws.
White Hawk, also the founder and
executive director of the First Nations
Repatriation Institute, disagrees.
“ICWA is not a race-based law,” she
said in the podcast. “It was founded on
the fact that we belong to sovereign nations.” Being a sovereign nation gives
tribes the right to protect their culture
and heritage, she argues.
To hear more about White Hawk’s
story, ICWA and the Supreme Court
case seeking to overturn it, listen to
Ohio State University’s latest podcast
episode, “Stolen from her tribe, now
she’s fighting back” on Apple Podcasts
or Spotify. The episode transcript can
be found here.

BY MARK FOGARTY
MAY 23, 2022
WASHINGTON — The good news
about the Native American “crosscut,”
a tally of all federal money allotted for
Native programs in the president’s
budget, is that the total for tribes is up
substantially in 2022 from last year.
The bad news, a Congressional
watchdog found: Three of the federal
agencies it examined ignored tribal sovereignty by conducting no consultation
at all with tribes.
“Of the five agencies we reviewed,
the Department of Transportation, the
Department of Education, and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture do not have
formal processes for incorporating
tribal input on budget issues. These
three agencies also do not develop information on tribal needs during budget
formulation,” according to the Government Accountability Office, which was
tasked by the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs to look into the matter.
GAO also found that the crosscut is
a mishmash of differing data and procedures that makes it hard to comprehend how the overall amount of
government obligations to tribes is figured.
“Tribal stakeholders have expressed
concerns about its transparency,” authors at the GAO wrote in the report.
GAO’s recommendations, in contrast, are crystal clear. The Office of
Management and Budget, which tallies
the crosscut each year, needs to make it
intelligible. The three agencies that do
no consulting with tribes need to start
now.
GAO informed Senate Committee
on Indian Affairs chair Brian Schatz, DHawaii, and Ranking Member Lisa
Murkowski, R-Alaska that “OMB, Education, and DOT agreed or generally
agreed with the recommendations.
USDA neither agreed nor disagreed.”
The GAO picked out those three
agencies for examination because they,
along with the Department of Health
and Human Services and the Department of the Interior, both of which do
consult with tribes, make up 90 percent
of federal money allocated to benefit
tribes or individual Indians. The crosscut report grouped another 25 agencies
in 2021 and 26 agencies in 2022 that
have contact with Indian Country into
an “other” category.
Two of the five main agencies studied do include tribal consultation, GAO
reported. “Specifically, HHS and Inte-

rior have processes for tribal leaders to
provide input on initial budget submissions to OMB. Also, HHS’s Indian
Health Service has a tribal budget work
group that develops information on
tribal needs — including unmet needs
— that the agency provides to OMB,”
according to the report.
The 2022 crosscut comes in at
$28.8 billion, nearly a third higher than
2021’s $22.2 billion. Each year also
saw special allocations on top of these
amounts for
COVID-19 relief. As well, it should
be noted that Congress rarely adopts the
president’s budget without changes.
In its report, the GAO said the
crosscut “does not clearly state the purpose of the crosscut or include detailed
information for all agencies about what
the published data represent, including
how agencies selected programs to include.
“Eight of thirteen tribal stakeholders we interviewed said that the lack of
detail in the crosscut made it difficult
for them to leverage the reported information for their planning and decisionmaking purposes.”
In addition, “the crosscut does not
include detailed information at the
agency level for all agencies about what
the data from each agency represent —
including differences in agencies’
methodologies for selecting programs
to include and differences in the types
of data reported across agencies,” according to the GAO.
Education and Health and Human
Services “provided more detailed information on selected programs in the fiscal years 2021 and 2022 crosscuts.”
The agency found “the five key
agencies interpret OMB’s guidance differently when identifying which programs to include and take different
approaches for reporting data on funding levels for a variety of reasons, including differences in program

eligibility and the information that
agencies collect and track.”
Input from tribal stakeholders included their takes on shortcomings in
the report: “For example, seven tribal
stakeholders told us that the crosscut
does not show what money actually
ends up in tribal hands and includes
moneys that go to states and funds that
federal agencies retain. In addition, six
tribal stakeholders told us that having
detailed information in the crosscut on
how the reported funding is distributed,
such as which funding is provided
through competitive discretionary
grants, would be useful because it provides a more comprehensive picture of
the funds tribes can access.”
The Congressional overseer included a letter from Department of
Transportation Assistant Secretary for
Administration Philip McNamara,
which said in part: “Upon review of the
draft report, the Department concurs
with GAO’s recommendation to develop a formal process to ensure meaningful and timely input from tribal
officials when formulating budget request and program reauthorization proposals for the Department’s programs
serving tribes and their members.”
McNamara promised a detailed response to GAO within 180 days of the
final report.
About The Author
Mark Fogarty
Contributing Writer
Mark Fogarty is a contributing
writer for Tribal Business News. He has
covered Native American finance for
the past 25 years. His work has appeared in Indian Country Today, American Indian Report, the Chicago
Tribune, the Miami Herald, National
Mortgage News, American Banker and
Multi-Housing News.
Subscribe Today!

GOVERNMENT REPORT:
MORE FEDERAL MONEY
ALLOCATED FOR TRIBES
NOT ENOUGH CONSULTATION

SWO POW WOW NOTICE

Attention SWO Tribal Members:
There are 4 Food Stands available for this year’s Pow Wow. $350 per stand
one per member. This will be handled on a first come first serve basis. Starting
May 27th at 4:30pm
Jerry Eastman will be in the Rotunda Tribal Administration Building but
will not accept rental payments until 4:30pm. There will be chairs provided for
those who wish to come early and get in line.
Please make money order payable to SWO Pow Wow Committee. The
vendor fee must be paid in full before your space is reserved. No personal
checks.
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Federal money provides much
-needed boost to capacity
of Lewis & Clark water system

Staff and children enrolled in the Oglala Sioux Tribe Child Care and Development Program prepare medicine
bags of sage to take home in spring 2020, before the pandemic shut down in-person care centers across the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.

Daycare shortage especially hard
on parents in rural and reservation
communities
(Editor’s note: this is part 2 of 4 articles on daycare issues facing working
parents in South Dakota.)
By: Bart Pfankuch
December 15, 2021
While waiting lists for childcare are
common in cities like Sioux Falls and
Rapid City, it can be impossible to find
any childcare options in rural and reservation communities in South Dakota.
According to a recent report by
South Dakota Kids Count, a non-profit
data center, seven counties in South
Dakota have no state-registered daycare programs. A News Watch analysis
of state data shows that in an 11-county
area in north-central South Dakota, a
19,000-square-mile region from north
of Pierre west to the Montana border
with about 32,000 people, there are
only 16 registered child-care programs,
most of them small in-home centers
with 12 or fewer spots for children.
Finding open daycare slots for children on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation has always been a challenge, with
waiting lists for open slots a common
occurrence. But obtaining childcare has
been even more difficult during the
pandemic, according to Stacey Marrufo, a supervisor at the Kyle Learning
Center in Kyle, S.D.
Depending on the level of community spread of COVID-19, the federally
funded community center may have to
close or severely restrict child admissions, Marrufo said. Even before the
pandemic, parents had to scramble to
find open daycare slots so they could
keep working, she said. When spots are
limited due to COVID-19, many parents have to call on relatives or stay
home from work to care for children.
“There’s just not enough day care
and programs here to cover our working parents and custodial parents,”
Marrufo said. “It’s essentially for workers, and a real need, but there’s so many
parents that need accommodations and
we’re really limited here.”
The child-care crisis has worsened
on South Dakota reservations due to the
temporary closures of federal Head
Start programs, which provide subsidized care for children from birth to 5
in low-income families, according to
Pigeon Big Crow, director of the Oglala
Sioux Tribe child-care program.
With Head Start centers shut down,
and no privately operated day care
available on the reservation, working
parents are forced to seek spots for their
children in the tribal child- care system,
which could not meet the need for
childcare on the reservation before the
COVID-19 pandemic, Big Crow said.
The pandemic has cut child-care capacity at the six federally funded OST
tribal child-care centers to zero at times,
and to about half in mid-December, she
said. The tribe has supplemented its
day-care centers by providing federal
funding as well as training and regulation to more than 100 in-home
providers on the reservation, she said.
But the in-home system has faltered
during the pandemic, as home
providers suspended or ceased operations due to fears of spreading COVID19 among adults and children. With
closures of Head Start and restricted enrollments at OST daycare centers, the
situation has reached crisis mode on the
reservation, Big Crow said.
In-home providers who undergo
training and regulation are paid a fee
for their services but do not receive insurance or other benefits, making the
job less attractive to many reservation
residents, she said.
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Some reservation parents have to
drive their children a great distance to
receive safe childcare, then drive to
work and then back to pick up children
before driving home, sometimes adding
up to a two-hour daily round trip, Big
Crow said.
The tribe’s strict rules regarding
COVID-19, put in place to protect vulnerable residents from the coronavirus,
have added to challenges for working
parents, Big Crow said. OST centers
and in-home providers must turn away
any child showing symptoms of illness,
she said.
“If your kid wakes up with a runny
nose, you are going to have to stay
home and care for them, so there’s a lot
of last-minute scrambling by parents to
make it work,” Big Crow said.
Some parents decide it is not worth
the cost or trouble to get day care and
quit working as a result, further exacerbating economic problems in reservation families and communities, Big
Crow said.
“Day care is expensive, and it’s a lot
of work to get, and being able to trust
that your child is cared for while you’re
at work, it’s just not worth the trouble
for some people to continue working,”
she said.
Some working families also make
too much money to qualify for subsidized childcare, which also can create
a disincentive to staying in the workforce, Big Crow said. With no private
childcare and no openings in the tribal
system, those parents have to find inhome providers on their own, which
can be difficult or result in placing children in unregulated daycare situations.
Some relief may come in spring
2022 when a new OST child-care center will open in Pine Ridge, creating
slots for up to 60 infants and toddlers,
and after-school slots for up to 100 children.
Non-reservation rural areas and
small towns are also enduring major
challenges in access to day care. Rachel
Talich runs an at-home day care in
Murdo and is believed to be the only
child-care provider in Jones County,
S.D.
Talich, 40, was a social worker but
decided to open a day care when she
and her husband had a second child
about two years ago.
With a full roster of 12 children at
any one time, and charging about $25 a
day per child, Talich said she earns a
similar wage to what she made as a social worker. “I’m always full here,” she
said.
But Talich noted that other in-home
providers in the Murdo area have recently closed because they were concerned about COVID-19, found the
work too consuming or did not make
enough money to justify the stress.
“It’s a difficult field to be in; it’s a
lot of stress,” she said. “You’re dealing
with up to 12 different personalities a
day, you have crying babies, and some
are harder to soothe than others so it
can get difficult.”
Talich said she mostly enjoys the
time with the children and gets joy from
watching them play, grow and develop.
She also realizes the importance of her
role in the small ranching and tourism
town in central South Dakota.
“I know I’m the only day care in the
county, so unfortunately, if we have
COVID, or any illness, and I do have to
close, you can tell it puts a big strain on
families,” she said. “A lot of them,
when I close, they rotate with friends or
families, and some parents just have to

take a few days off from work.”
Talich said she would support any
program that provided funding for parents or providers to bring the cost of
day care down for families. She also
hopes that daycare workers will get
more respect for the important work
they perform, which could encourage
more young people to enter the field.
“It’s important that it is looked at as
a needed and important profession,”
Talich said. “They might think, ‘Oh,
she’s just a daycare provider, but I have
a bachelor’s degree in education, and
this is the choice I’m making to be able
to stay home and raise my daughter.”
Allyssa Kinsley is one of Talich’s
clients, and drops off her daughter,
Allie, for day care typically three days
a week. Kinsley is an emergency-room
nurse at Avera St. Mary’s Hospital in
Pierre, where she commutes an hour
each way for three 12-hour shifts per
week.
In less than three years since her
birth, Allie has had six different daycare
providers, Kinsley said. Each time,
Kinsley had to scramble to find a new
provider when in-home child-care
providers in the area closed for one reason or another. “We’ve had a rough go
with daycare providers in our town,”
said Kinsley, who moved from Iowa to
Murdo in 2015 when her husband, who
grew
up in Murdo, got a job as a bank
loan officer in town. “It’s been very
challenging, but I’ve been fortunate
that with each closure, I’ve been able to
find someone new.”
Kinsley said her struggle to maintain good quality childcare is similar to
what her colleagues in Pierre undergo
even though the city is much larger.
Some co-workers who are also mothers
have to use all their paid time off to
take care of children during holidays or
illnesses rather than use time away for
a vacation, Kinsley said. “It’s very allconsuming,” she said. “It puts a real
stress on you.”
Kinsley said that unless new childcare options are created in Murdo or
other small towns, populations in rural
South Dakota communities may continue to fall and economies may continue to struggle.
“It’s making it harder for young
families to come back, because there’s
no one to take care of their kids,” she
said. “If you had a good job in a small
town, what do you do? You’d have to
take a different job or stay home.”
One business in Murdo, the Rusty
Spur Steakhouse, is adapting to the
daycare shortage by allowing employees to bring their children to work so
the parents can stay on the job and the
restaurant can remain open.
Deanna Dunker is a mother of two
who is a server at the restaurant, and
she brings her children to the steakhouse after they are done at school so
she can complete her shifts, which usually end at 4 or 5 p.m. The children,
ages 4 and 5, stay safely in the upstairs
portion of the restaurant while Dunker
works.
“We have them upstairs so they’re
not in the way, so it works out pretty
well.” Dunker said. “It’s just kind of a
way of making it work.”
Dunker said she might not be able
to work if her employer did not offer
the after-school option. “It’s hard to get
day care here and I really can’t afford
it,” she said. “I would probably be a
stay-at-home mom otherwise.”
Reprinted from SD News Watch
with permission.

Federal money provides muchneeded boost to capacity of Lewis &
Clark water system
By: Stu Whitney
April 19, 2022
The Lewis & Clark Regional Water
System, which serves Sioux Falls and
other population centers in eastern
South Dakota, has received a record
amount of federal funding at just the
right time to accommodate surging
populations and drought conditions.
The new money will move the original system closer to full completion
while also making possible expansion
that is crucial in the processing and delivery of fresh water to much of southeastern South Dakota.
Tapping into an aquifer adjacent to
the Missouri River south of Vermillion,
the wholesale provider serves 15 community members in South Dakota,
Iowa and Minnesota – including Sioux
Falls and neighboring cities Harrisburg,
Lennox and Tea. Though Sioux Falls
has other water sources such as the Big
Sioux Aquifer, smaller cities that rely
solely on Lewis & Clark such as Beresford, Centerville and Parker exceeded
their expected amount of water usage
last summer.
That increase in demand could challenge the system’s ability to collect,
treat and deliver water for residential
and agricultural use at a time when
nearly half of South Dakota faces either
severe or extreme drought conditions,
according to data from the National
Drought Mitigation Center.
The enhanced system that Lewis &
Clark has been trying to complete since
breaking ground in 2003 – which treats
the water and stores it in wells before
distributing it through pipelines –
would deliver a total of 44.1 million
gallons a day to its members and reach
an estimated 350,000 people. But that
project is not yet complete.
This is one of two 7.5 million gallon
fresh water reservoirs located near the
city of Tea, just outside Sioux Falls.
The Lewis & Clark Regional Water
System has a current capacity of about
32 million gallons a day. Photo: Courtesy Lewis & Clark system
Last year, Lewis & Clark ran at a
maximum capacity of 32.2 million gallons a day and came close to hitting that
amount of usage during the summer
months, forcing administrators to consider throttling back distribution.
“We put out a plea to members to
voluntarily reduce their consumption to
the degree they were able,” said Troy
Larson, director of the water system.
“Their collective efforts brought us
back from the brink.”
Beyond completing the original
blueprint, which could happen in the
next few years, expansion of the system
is already planned, with increased storage and the goal of pushing capacity to
60 million gallons a day by 2030, a
project funded by the system’s members.
“That expansion is driven by the
drought,” said Larson. “But just because we’re starting it now doesn’t
mean it will be done tomorrow. It’s not
a phased deal. Until we finish, there
won’t be an additional drop of water
beyond those (44.1 million) gallons.”
That could make for an interesting
summer, especially with construction of
a new collector well near the Missouri
River south of Vermillion slowed by
shipping delays. The well, built to extract and process groundwater from the
aquifer, was scheduled to be completed
in early June but could now stretch into
September, adding stress not just on
residential use but agricultural and economic development.
Jesse Fonkert, president and CEO
of the Sioux Metro Growth Alliance
said his group has had to turn away several agriculture-based development
projects in the Sioux Falls area over the
past year because of the inability to
meet large-scale water demands.
“There are several that we got to the
final stage on, but the water component
is key,” said Fonkert. “The state is
doing a good job of going out and recruiting these projects, but the challenge locally is having enough land and
utility to seal the deal.”
Nearly half of South Dakota currently faces either severe or extreme
drought conditions, according to data
from the National Drought Mitigation
Center.
Infrastructure package provides
boost
Ever since the Lewis & Clark system received congressional authorization in 2000, federal funding has
dictated the pace of construction, keeping some communities waiting for service. The spigot of spending slowed
considerably after an earmark ban was
passed in 2011, preventing Congress
from allocating a certain amount of
money for a specific project. That led

to seven consecutive years, from 2011
to 2017, of Lewis & Clark receiving
less than $10 million to add pipeline,
reservoirs, and pump stations to the
project.
“We were struggling mightily to
make any progress at all,” said Larson,
who closely followed legislative efforts
to pass a major infrastructure package
in Washington following the 2021 reinstatement of earmarks with new safeguards.
The vision became reality last November, when President Joe Biden
signed a $1 trillion bipartisan infrastructure law that led to a record $75
million
investment in the Lewis & Clark
project for fiscal year 2022 through the
Bureau of Reclamation.
That will allow service to be extended to Madison in South Dakota, as
well as northwest Iowa communities
such as Hull, Sioux Center and Sheldon, meaning the original blueprint
(with more infrastructure funding likely
in the next two years) could be completed by 2025.
“I remember when I was hired (in
2003) going to Sheldon and Sibley and
Madison and not being able to tell them
what decade they would get water, let
alone what year,” said Larson. “I would
like to say that it was drought or momentum that made the difference, but
the stars finally aligned with the political will to pass an infrastructure bill. It
was a game-changer for us.”
South Dakota senators John Thune
and Mike Rounds, both Republicans,
voted against the infrastructure measure, though they worked early in the
process to get projects such as Lewis &
Clark included. Sen. Joni Ernst, RIowa, voted against it, while Chuck
Grassley was one of 19 Republican
senators who supported it. In the
House, Republican South Dakota Rep.
Dusty Johnson voted against it, calling
the bill’s overall spending “unsustainable,” an opinion echoed by Thune in a
statement following his vote.
“I have said from the very beginning that this bill should be fully paid
for, and unfortunately, that is not the
case,” said Thune. “While I support investments in our nation’s infrastructure,
I could not support this final product
that will further increase the national
debt and financially burden future generations.”
Another federal stimulus package,
the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan
signed by Biden in March 2021, will
boost Lewis & Clark’s expansion plans,
which carry a price tag of about $100
million. The work was to be funded by
members, a cost that gets passed to consumers, so states were asked to help defray those costs using ARPA funds.
Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds recently
announced $12 million in state ARPA
funds that will complete that state’s
commitment to the expansion project,
while Lewis & Clark hopes to secure
$350,000 from Minnesota for its more
modest share of system infrastructure.
South Dakota, which Larson calls
the “heart and lungs” of the project,
was asked for $43 million for expansion and has allocated $13.1 million so
far – part of $600 million of ARPA
funds earmarked for local water and
wastewater infrastructure grants. In all,
the state’s Board of Water and Natural
Resources recently approved $1.1 billion of funding in grants and loans for
drinking water and wastewater projects,
with more than 90 organizations receiving funding.
Workers connect a 54-inch pipe as

part of the Lewis & Clark Regional
Water System. The base project recently received $75.5 million in federal
funding from the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law passed in 2021. Photo:
Courtesy Lewis & Clark system
Preparing for the worst
There’s an old saying that whiskey
is for drinking and water is for fighting
over. For David Ganje, a Rapid City
lawyer who specializes in water and energy regulation, that sentiment rings
particularly true during times of crisis,
such as a drought.
Since Lewis & Clark relies heavily
on public funding, Ganje has called for
more accountability from the water
provider on matters such as aquifer levels and priority of use for states and
communities. Though the Missouri
River is regarded by many as an inexhaustible resource, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has pointed to low
levels in major reservoirs this spring
and a decrease in power generation
from dams.
Lewis & Clark uses 11 vertical
wells that tap into the Elk Point
Aquifer, hydraulically connected to and
recharged by the Missouri River near
Vermillion. Larson pointed out that
water rights are granted by the state,
with aquifer levels monitored by the
South Dakota Geological Survey and
the Department of Agriculture and National Resources.
But Ganje contends that “no water
resource should be assumed to be inexhaustible,” calling for public analysis of
which Lewis & Clark members have
priority of water rights during times of
drought and other emergencies, when
shut-down orders can potentially occur.
One of four solids contact basins at
the Lewis & Clark water treatment
plant near Vermillion. The system is
planning an expansion to distribute 60
million gallons a day across three states
by 2030. Photo: Courtesy Lewis &
Clark system
“When you’re serving a contract between various government agencies
and systems in different states, there
needs to be a publicly available document regarding the priority of use in the
event of shut down or reduced use,”
said Ganje. “In the case of Lewis &
Clark, I’ve never seen such a document.”
Larson said that type of agreement
exists among members. If the system
has to reduce the delivery of water, he
said, it happens proportionally based on
the amount each member is signed on
to receive.
Such a scenario could occur this
summer, if 2021 was any indication.
Tea, a fast-growing community of
about 7,000 residents just southwest of
Sioux Falls, has a contract for 1.1 million gallons per day and reached 1.008
million gallons one day last June. The
city averaged 837,461 million gallons
a day that month, up from 433,706 in
June of 2018.
Thad Konrad, Tea’s maintenance
supervisor, said normal usage most of
the year is about a third of capacity. But
summer heat, especially in drought
conditions, leads to heavy lawn watering in late July and August. The city
has been a major advocate for Lewis &
Clark expansion, of which Tea will receive a proportional amount.
“We’re concerned, but it’s not like
people are going to run out of drinking
water,” said Konrad. “A lot of it comes
from a few people who dump 80,000
gallons a month on their yards. If
everyone would just water normally, it
wouldn’t be as much of a problem.”

SWO Reservation Election Board
Request for Proposal
2022 SWO Tribal Election Background Checks
1. Summary
The Reservation election Board of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation
is accepting proposals to complete background checks of potential candidates in the 2022 SWO
Tribal Election. The purpose of the RFP is to provide a fair evaluation for all candidates and
to provide candidates with the evaluation criteria against which they will be judged. Should
you be awarded the bid for this project, this service shall require a contract negotiated with the
Reservation Election Board. The contract shall be governed under the laws of the SissetonWahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation and shall outline the terms, scope, budget and
any other necessary items.
2. Proposal Guidelines and Requirements
Proposals must include a detailed list of fees to conduct background checks for 60 potential
candidates (number of actual candidates will be known until July 21-22, 2022) with a complete
explanation of the nature of those fees. If your proposal includes the hiring of sub-contractors
you must clearly state this in your proposal. Background checks must include criminal history
in Tribal, Federal and State criminal Justice Systems. Proposals must also include ability to
complete background checks in the following time-period: commencing May 27, 2022 and shall
be completed no later than the Final Certification date.
3. Timeline
Proposals are open from May 13, 2022 and due no later than 12:00pm Friday, May 27, 2022.
Proposals may be hand delivered to the Reservation Election Board in the Tribal Court Reception
area in the Tribal Administration Building located at Agency Village, SD. Proposals may also be
mailed to: Reservation Election Board, Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate P.O. Box 509 Agency Village,
and S.D. 57262. All mailed proposals must be received by the Reservation Election Board by
12:00pm Friday May 27, 2022, any proposals received after this time and date shall be returned
unopened. The name of the bidder or firm selected will be decided on or about May 27, 2022.
Negotiations with the successful bidder should conclude no later than May 31, 2002.
4. Qualifications
Must have a minimum of two (2) years’ experience with conducting of background checks in
Tribal, Federal and State criminal Justice Systems. Proposals must include a reference from a
former client. Must possess a SWO Business License. Any agreement shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate. Any disputes shall be
subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate Tribal Court.
5. Format
All Proposals must be typed and should not exceed five (5) pages (not including cover page or
attachments). Include Company name, address, web site, telephone number, fax number, email
address and primary contact person and must be signed by the person(s) authorized to sign on
behalf of the company.
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Lack of enforcement of regulations allows some South
Dakota farmers to illegally convert wetlands to croplands
Stu Whitney
South Dakota News Watch
Wildlife and water quality in South
Dakota are sometimes put at unnecessary risk due to a lack of oversight and
accountability of farmers who illegally
drain their properties or convert protected wetlands into farmable acreage.
In addition, those who violate the
law frequently avoid punishment when
they are caught or are given “good-faith
waivers” by local oversight groups
often made up of fellow farmers and
neighbors.
As a result, South Dakota and other
Great Plains states are seeing a continuing decline in wetland areas that are
crucial for breeding and hosting of
wildlife, including the wetlands that are
critical to propagation of South
Dakota’s lucrative pheasant population.
The Government Accountability
Office, an investigative arm of Congress, raised concerns last year about
the destruction of wetlands for agricul-

tural use in the Prairie Pothole Region,
urging tougher compliance measures in
portions of South Dakota, North
Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota and Montana.
The report was critical of agencies
within the U.S. Department of Agriculture that are responsible for enforcing
“Swampbuster” provisions from Farm
Bill legislation dating back to the mid1980s. The report found that the agencies identified fewer than five
violations a year among more than
417,000 tracked properties in South
Dakota and North Dakota, the states
with the most
wetlands. The agencies granted
“good-faith waivers” in more than 80
percent of cases, including those involving people with multiple offenses.
Farmers often control water flow on
their properties through so-called
“drain tiling” systems that use a series
of underground pipes to remove water
from wet areas and transport it into
ditches or onto non-farmlands. The sys-

tems create more dry, usable cropland
but are somewhat controversial because
they upset the natural flow of water and
ultimately reduce the number of ponds
or wetlands where animals live and
breed.
Part of the problem is political.
State agencies representing the USDA
Natural Resources Conservation Service and Farm Service Agency are mindful of the importance of agriculture,
which accounts for nearly 30 percent of
South Dakota’s total economic output.
“When it comes to regulating agriculture in a state like South Dakota, the
political will doesn’t exist,” said Don
Carr, a Sioux Falls native who served
as senior advisor to the Environmental
Working Group in Washington D.C.
“The regulations are on the books, but
there’s no enforcement on the ground.”
Farm Bill legislation cracked down
on the practice of converting wetlands
to cropland and regulated the use of
drain tile and open-ditch systems to

drain seasonal and flooded marshes and
sloughs in the pothole region.
In addition to ecological benefits,
such as improving water quality and sequestering carbon, wetlands support
breeding populations of North American waterfowl and other wildlife and
can also help reduce flooding.
From 1850 to the mid-1980s, South
Dakota wetland
areas decreased from an estimated
2.7 million acres to 2.1 million acres,
according to the Natural Resources
Conservation Service. A more recent
study by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service showed that the number of wetland basins decreased between 1997
and 2007 in every Prairie Pothole Region state except for Montana.
“It’s a hugely important and identifiable wildlife mecca,” said Julie Sibbing, associate vice president of land
stewardship for the National Wildlife
Federation. “The shallower wetlands
are in many ways the most important
because they’re the first to thaw in
spring, and waterfowl rely on resources
like insects and larvae as they arrive
from their wintering grounds. They
can’t just go someplace else.”
The GAO report, commissioned by
the Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition and Forestry, recommended
changes in the system used by the
USDA agencies to monitor tracts of
land for compliance and found flaws in
the appeal process when violations are
found.
The Natural Resources Conservation Service uses a random sample instead of a risk-based approach to decide
which tracts to assess. From 2014 to
2018, according to the report, “the
NRCS identified fewer than five farmers with wetland conservation violations per year on the approximately
417,000 tracts in North Dakota and
South Dakota.”
“If you sample one percent, you’re
not looking at very many, and it’s all
random,” said Steve Morris, a director
of the GAO Natural Resource and En-

vironment team. “There are other government agencies that use a more
sophisticated risk-based approach
with advanced data-mining to identify
likely offenders. They’re not just looking at any old thing.”
NRCS officials and wetlands specialists interviewed for the GAO report
said they sometimes observe potential
violations in the course of their duties
but do not turn them in, explaining that
such action “may be counterproductive
because it could undermine NRCS’s relationships with farmers.”
Farmers in USDA programs who
knowingly commit violations can have
their benefits withheld. If they are
tagged with a wetland violation, farmers can be granted a good-faith waiver
by the Farm Service Agency and maintain their benefits, provided they take
steps toward compliance within one
year. Decisions on waivers are made by
FSA county committees, frequently
made up of fellow farmers and sometimes neighbors who might not be objective in such rulings, according to the
GAO report.
“Given the approach to compliance
checks, they might not find a violation
for several years. It could be even more
than 10 years,” said Morris. “If that violation sticks, they could be required to
pay back all of their farm payment over
the last 10 years, which can be hundreds of thousands of dollars. Sometimes [the county committee] is afraid
that the consequences are too severe.”
The result is a system that frequently takes at face value an offender’s rationale for destroying a
wetland from their tract of land, according to GAO data.
“The sample we reviewed included
69 good-faith waivers in North Dakota
and South Dakota from 2011 through
2015,” the report states. “We found that
in all 69 cases,
the county committees determined
that the farmer acted in good faith and
FSA approved the waiver. In 14 of the
69 cases, the farmer had a history of

wetland violations. Committee documents, such as meeting minutes, show
that the committees were aware of and
discussed the previous violations but
still recommended the waivers.”
Interview requests by South Dakota
News Watch to the FSA state office in
Huron were forwarded to the national
headquarters in Washington D.C. Questions sent to that agency went unanswered.
Sibbing, who has been with the National Wildlife Federation since 2000,
calls the process “hugely frustrating”
and a matter of public interest, not only
because of climate concerns but also
the USDA dollars involved.
“It’s a bargain that farmers make
with taxpayers,” she told News Watch.
“If you want to receive your subsidies,
you can’t continue to erode water quality and wildlife habitat.”
As a result of the GAO report and
recommendations, the FSA recently
changed the wording in its manual to
mandate “adequate documentation” for
good-faith waivers as a means of maintaining the integrity of the system. “If
the reasons for granting ’good faith’ relief are not adequately documented, the
relief may be viewed as invalid,” the
guidance states.
Several other recommendations, including using a risk-based approach for
NRCS compliance checks and instructing field officers to report any potential
wetlands violations they observe, have
not yet been implemented, making conservationists nervous.
“I’m especially worried this year,
with the war in Ukraine and grain
prices going sky high,” said Sibbing.
“There are going to be a lot more farmers looking to put every square inch
into production, which puts more pressure on the prairie pothole region. It’s
important that these agencies step up
and enforce the law.”
— This article was produced by
South Dakota News Watch, a nonprofit journalism organization located
online at SDNewsWatch.org.
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from Los Angeles as she prepared for
the National Center for American Indian Enterprise’s Reservation Economic Summit (RES) this coming week
in Las Vegas where will serve as a hostess. This interview has been edited for
clarity.
I will appear across the NBC News
and MSNBC network to weigh in on
the issues and policies impacting Native communities in the United States.
How did they discover you?
I am represented by an agent team
at the United Talent Agency (UTA) in
their unscripted television department
and recently the team expanded to include literary agents. My agent (UTA)
pitched me, my background and my
work to MSNBC, and I had the opportunity to interview for a contributor
role. Ultimately, they decided they
liked my background, as they commented I was "fascinating" and opened
the door for me.
I think aspects of my background
that helped them "discover me" and
"choose me" for the opportunity are the
years of sustained effort towards my
platform that I began speaking to in
2008 with the Miss Seafair pageant. If
you look at articles from even back
then, I speak to many of the same topics
that I do now. Being able to maintain
consistency in your messaging I think
allows people to know what they can
turn to you as a brand, and know what
you will likely represent when you
speak. That's why their press team

could articulate in a simple sentence on
Twitter what I will talk about when they
announced my role as a contributor.
I want to point out that Doe Stahr of
Seattle designed and created my Tlingit
Regalia that is featured on Freckles in
the book, Journey of the Freckled Indian: A Tlingit Culture Story, I wrote.
This is also the regalia I wore in my
first pageant, for Miss Seafair when I
represented the "Eastside Native American Education Program." I went on to
wear a Tlingit Killer Whale Robe gown
as a finalist at Miss USA almost 10
years after that. The Killerwhale
gown won "Gown of the Year" at
the Global Beauty Awards in 2017 and
is in my tribe's archives at the Sealaska
Heritage Institute. Preston Singletary, a
friend and amazing Tlingit glass artist,
designed the Killer whale — that is my
clan crest — for the gown.
The killer whale gown came up a
lot in conversations when I met with
people at 30 Rock, so I think that
helped me "become discovered" or at
least confirmed their interest in my
background and showed who I am and
what I strive to represent when I am "on
stage."
Ultimately, NBC is another ”big
stage” like Miss USA was a moment on
a “big stage.” Everything builds on the
last thing, even if Miss USA was 5
years ago already, it still comes up and
is a major building block in my career.

Indigenous Women Make Up
Tlingit
Woman
Joins
NBC
as
Nearly Half of Canada’s
Contributor
on
Native
issues
Incarcerated Population

BY JENNA KUNZE
MAY 18, 2022
The Canadian Government has proposed new legislation that, if passed,
would work towards dismantling “systemic racism in Canada’s criminal justice system”—particularly impacting
Indigenous women, who are disproportionately represented in the criminal
justice system.
The bill, introduced in December
2021, was given urgency after an annual report of the Office of the Correctional Investigator Ivan Zinger found
that Indigenous women make up nearly
half of the population in federal custody, despite accounting for just 5% of
the adult population in the country.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau told

reporters at an event in Newfoundland
and Labrador yesterday that the overrepresentation of Indigenous women in
federal prisons is “appalling,” and that
the government’s bill should help the
problem.
“Mandatory minimums do lead to
an overrepresentation of vulnerable and
marginalized people in our criminal
justice system,” Trudeau told The
Globe and Mail. “We know there’s
much more to do and we will. Tackling
systemic discrimination, which is real,
is long, hard work that we are committed to.” The proposed changes suggested in Bill C-5 would repeal 20
mandatory minimum sentences in the
country’s criminal code, mostly for
drug and gun crimes. The mandatory

CHR Clean UP Project 2022 SCHEDULE
AND REQUIREMENTS
We will pick up and dispose of: household items, furniture, burnable
debris and unwanted metal.
Items must be placed in an area where it can be picked up
conveniently.
June 13th through June 17th, 2022 – Old Agency District
June 20th through June 24th, 2022 – Big Coulees District
June 24th through July 1st, 2022 – Long Hollow District
July 5th through July 8th, 2022 – Lake Traverse District
July 11th through July 15th, 2022 – Veblen/Heipa District
July 18th through July 22nd, 2022 – Buffalo Lake District
July 25th through July 29th, 2022 – Enemy Swim District
After August 1st – Follow up on all districts.

NO HOUSEHOLD GARBAGE ALLOWED

Westside
320 W Walnut St.
Monday-Friday
Elementary School
Sisseton, SD
at
For more information, contact
Roxanne Wright
Lori Kuschel
Westside Elementary
Dates closed: July 1 and July 4.

May 31 –
Lunch
August 12, 2022
Snack
605-698-7613, Ext. 1124
605-698-7613, Ext. 1110
605-698-7613, Option 1

In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights
regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in
or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national
origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity
conducted or funded by USDA.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program
information (e.g., Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the
Agency (State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or
have speech disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339.
Additionally, program information may be made available in languages other than English.
To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination
Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at:
https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USDA-OASCR%20P-Complaint-Form-0508-0002508-11-28-17Fax2Mail.pdf, and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in
the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call
(866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by:
(1)
mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;
(2)
fax: (202) 690-7442; or
(3)
email: program.intake@usda.gov.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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Aylssa London is a multi-talented
Tlingit woman. A Stanford University
graduate, a former Miss Alaska and an
author, London will now give Indian
Country some much-needed national
media coverage as a contributor to
NBC News.
Last Wednesday, London caught the
attention of some in Indian Country
when she appeared on MSNBC’s
"Morning Joe" program. It was her first
major appearance after signing a deal
that makes her a contributor to the network's news programming, where she'll
weigh in on policies and issues that affect Native communities.
Native News Online caught up with
London with a phone conversation

CHR Community Clean-Up Campaign

The Community Clean-Up is solely for private and mutual self-help homes on the Lake

MEDIA/PUBLIC RELEASE
SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM

The Sisseton School District 54-2 announces the sponsorship of the Summer Food Service Program. Lunch and
afternoon snack will be served to all children at no charge. Acceptance and participation requirements for the
Program and all activities are the same for all regardless of race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability, and
there will be no discrimination in the course of the meal service. Meals will be provided at the sites and times as
follows:
Days of Week Meal
Dates of
Offered
Site Name
Address
Service Offered
Operation
Meals

minimum penalties would remain for
certain crimes, including murder, high
treason, sexual offenses, impaired driving offenses, and certain firearm offenses.
“Sentencing laws that have focused
on punishment through imprisonment
have disproportionately affected Indigenous peoples, as well as Black
Canadians and members of marginalized communities,” the bill’s backgrounder reads.
Indigenous peoples serving prison
time in Canada has steadily increased
over the last decade, whereas the nonIndigenous inmate population has decreased.
Zinger found that the proportion of
Indigenous offenders admitted with an
offense punishable by mandatory minimum penalties (MMPs) has almost
doubled between 2007-2008 and 20162017, from 14% to 26%.
“Over-representation of Indigenous
people in correctional settings remains
one of Canada’s most pressing human
rights issues, and is evidence of public
policy failures over successive decades
as no government has been able to stop
or reverse this trend,” Zinger said in a
statement.
Repealing certain sentencing requirements would allow judges flexibility to impose an appropriate
sentence, which could mean more or
less prison time than that previously directed by MMPs.

Times
Served
11:30-12:45
3:15-3:45

Traverse Reservation. This will begin June 6th, 2022.
- Scope of work/including signed log book
- Time frame-duration
- Labor costs- detailed budget
- Equipment costs
- Disposal costs
- Must have own equipment-insurance
- Working relationship with the CHR Program – signed PCC
- List of homeowners
- Final report- including financial
All bids MUST have the following attached:
- SWO business license
- TERO Certificate
- General liability/workman’s comp insurance
All interested parties acknowledge that any Agreement executed and performed
within the Tribe’s exclusive jurisdiction is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Tribal Court of Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation.
All interested parties acknowledge that they must comply with the SissetonWahpeton Oyate Ordinances. TERO Chapter 59 Requirements, Wage Rates &
Compliance Plan; Business License Ordinance Chapter 53 and Tax Ordinance
Chapter 67; and Chapter 75 Sex Offenders Registration.
The sealed bids will be accepted by the SWO Procurement office located at the
Tribal Administrative Building, beginning MAY 23rd through JUNE 3rd 2022 at
4:30PM.
ATTN: Lennie Peters
Closing date will be June 3rd. The CHR Program reserves the right to accept
or reject any bid. Bids are required to include equipment and operating costs.
Please direct any and all questions to SWO Procurement Office Lennie Peters
698-8302.

Buffalo Lake District News
May Regular District Meeting:
Thursday, May 26th, 2022 at the
Buffalo Lake District Center
Lunch will be served at 5:00 p.m.
Meeting will start at 6:00 p.m.

A zoom link will be provided one day prior to the meeting. Please contact
Heather Williams, District Secretary for more information.
**Face masks are MANDATORY at all times while in the District Center!
Face masks will be provided if you don’t have one.
Birthday checks are done at the District Meetings ONLY!
May Birthdays:
Birthday checks for April birthdays ages 18 years old to
54 years old will be distributed at the district meeting.
Must be present to pick up birthday check and must bring a photo ID.
District Executive Phone Numbers:
District Chairman: Kenneth “Dicky” Johnson- (605) 924-6215
District Councilman: Louie Johnson- (605) 951-4960
District Vice-Chairman: Billy Canku- (605) 880-2924
District Treasurer: Kayline LaBelle- (605) 419-7584
District Secretary: Heather Williams- (605) 268-1104
Visit our District website to complete the Community Needs Assessment
and the Individual Assistance Application (and youth application if
applicable) at www.bldistrict.com If you have any questions, please feel free
to contact Heather at 605-268-1104
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Georgia Repu
ub
blican Gu
ub
bernatorial Primar
ry
y Candidate Kandiss
Tay
yllor Makes Stupid, Crass Comment about Natiiv
ve A
Am
mericans,
the First A
Am
mendment, Georgia, and Jesus

BY NATIVE NEWS ONLINE
E STAFF
MAY 19, 2022
Georgia Republican Gubernato
n rial Primary Candidate
a Kandiss Taylor was trrending
on Twitter on Thursday, for remarkably stupid comments about the founding of
Georgia, saying:
“The First Amendment right, which is the right to worship Jesus ffrreely. That's why
we have a country. That’s why we have Georgia. That’s why we had our founding ffaathers
come over here and destroy American Indians’ homes, and
d their land. They took it. Look at
what they went through, the Native Americans, for sacriffiicce, for us to have the fr
freedom we
have today.”
According to Ballotpedia, “Taylor's professional experience includes working as a
student services coordinator, and she has been certiffiied in
n early childhood teaching and in
school counseling.”
The Georgia primary is on May 24.

Building Up Young Women
for Success
Building Up Young Women for
Success
BY CHUCK HOSKIN JR
MAY 21, 2022
Guest Opinion. Man Enough to be
a Girl Scout.” That is the call to action,
which I proudly support, for the Girl
Scouts of Eastern Oklahoma’s annual
campaign encouraging men of our
community to uplift young women in
all areas that make Girl Scouts great,
including STEM, life skills, outdoors
experiences and entrepreneurship.
The Girl Scouts is a female-led organization that empowers young
women for a lifetime of success. The
first Girl Scouts group was founded in
1912, and the organization came to
Oklahoma and the Cherokee Nation
soon after, with troops beginning in
Bartlesville in 1914. Today, Girls
Scouts of Eastern Oklahoma covers 30
counties, including all of Cherokee Nation. Within our reservation, the organization serves more than 400 girls, and
20% of the members are tribal citizens.
In our Cherokee culture, we have
always been a matrilineal society. We
raise our young women to be strong,

and we look to our women leaders for
wisdom and guidance. These are shared
values with our partners at the Girls
Scouts of Eastern Oklahoma. Just last
year, Cherokee Nation citizen Laurel
Martich won one of the Girl Scouts’
highest honors, the Gold Award, for
painting a mural illustrating the Cherokee seven clan system in the Rogers
County Cherokee Association community building.
As the father of a teenager who values her role models, I personally appreciate the work of the Girl Scouts. Girls
need all types of mentors in their lives,
including father figures who step up to
support their interests and their dreams.
The “Man Enough to Be a Girl Scout”
campaign recognizes the need for men
to support the Girl Scouts’ mission as
community leaders, dads and volunteers. It is a competitive and fun way to
raise funds for programs. It also spotlights how we can all play a pivotal role
in a young person’s life, helping them
build courage, confidence and character.
Another way that Girl Scouts advances Cherokee values is by encour-

ENEMY SWIM DAY SCHOOL
Has the following job openings for the 2022-2023 School Year
TEACHING STAFF • Elementary Classroom Teacher - Sign on bonus $3,000/Federal
Employee Health Benefits (FEHB) • Special Education Teacher - Sign on bonus
$5,000/Federal Employee Health Benefits (FEHB)
SUPPORT STAFF • Special Education Para Educator - Sign on bonus $1,000/Federal
Employee Health Benefits (FEHB) • Behavior Technician - Sign on bonus $1,000/
Federal Employee Health Benefits (FEHB)
For more information visit our website to see our career opportunities at
www.esds.us. Nadine Contreras, Business Assistant II, Enemy Swim Day School,
13525 446th Avenue, Waubay, SD 57273, ncontreras@esds.us, 605-947-4605 ext. 7007
Enemy Swim Day School is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race,
national origin, religion, age, sex, marital status or disability. Indian Preference policy applies.

RFP for Veterans Memorial Youth Center
Requesting sealed proposals for:

The Veterans Memorial Youth Center is looking for a consultant to provide work.
The consultant will submit a bid to provide training for staff with the possibility of
expanding to the community.
The Consultant will provide work in the following:
Self-protection training
a. Course manuals
b. Skills Training
c. Learn how to escape your attacker, with hands-on training:
d. • Pressure Points
e. • Defensive Position
f. • Blocks
g. • Basic Punches and Strikes
h. • Kicks & Knee Strikes
i. • Standing Attacks
j. Gain knowledge of:
k. • ND criminal trends & statistics
l. • Types of predators and how to recognize them
m. • Where most abductions occur and how to avoid themAll work will meet state
and tribal construction codes
All sealed bids must include and be submitted by May 27, 2022:
Applicants must submit the following as part of their proposal:
A letter of explanation on work experience
Required Documentation:
1. Copy of SWO Business License, if proposal is approved.
2. Must be able to pass a federal background check, if approved.
Length of Contract:
1. One day (TBD)
Payment:
Payment will be submitted when the Youth Center receives invoice of finish project
Contact the SWO Procurement Office for specifications: LennieBP@swo-nsn.gov
Please submit sealed proposals to:
SWO Procurement Office
Attn: Lennie Peters
PO BOX 509
Agency Village, SD 57262
Must be submitted by 4:00pm on Friday May 27, 2022
All interested parties acknowledge that any Agreement executed and performed within the Tribe’s exclusive
jurisdiction is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Tribal Court of Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake
Traverse Reservation. All interested parties acknowledge that they must comply with the Sisseton-Wahpeton
Oyate Ordinances: TERO Chapter 59 Requirements, Wage Rates & Compliance Plan; Business License
Ordinance Chapter 53 and Tax Ordinance Chapter 67; and Chapter 75 Sex Offender Registration.
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aging girls to pursue STEM education
and other skill for a wide range of careers. The Cherokee people have always believed in the value of
education. Girls in grades K-12 need
space to explore their potential and be
mentored by caring adults who instill
them with hope.
Girls across the Cherokee Nation
Reservation are active in numerous
local Girl Scouts Council-sponsored
activities, including Summer Resident
Camp and Girl Scouts Beyond Bars for
girls with mothers who are incarcerated. These programs help boost confidence, social skills and understanding
of how to build healthy relationships.
The Girl Scouts’ mission perfectly
aligns with the Cherokee value of improving the quality of life for the next
seven generations. I hope you will join
me in backing these future leaders of
our tribe and community through a donation to this year’s “Man Enough to
Be a Girl Scout” campaign. Support the
campaign by visiting gseok.org/manenough.
Chuck Hoskin, Jr. is the principal
chief of the Cherokee Nation.

Bicycle Challenge
Supports Higher
Education for
American Indian
Students

BY KELSEY TURNER
APRIL 18, 2022
The American Indian College Fund
is kicking off its Facebook 200-Mile
Cycle Challenge on May 1. The
fundraiser benefits the College Fund’s
mission to give Native students better
access to higher education.
Those who sign up will challenge
themselves to bike 200 miles by the end
of May. Participants can share their
progress on the group Facebook page,
which also provides a platform for people to discuss the College Fund’s mission and connect with their
communities.
Less than a quarter of 18 to 24-yearold Native American students are enrolled in college, according to the
Postsecondary National Policy Institute. Meanwhile, about 41% of fulltime Native students who attend
four-year colleges beginning in 2013
graduated within six years, compared
to 63% for all students.
The American Indian College Fund,
the nation’s largest charity supporting
Native higher education, aims to close
this gap. The College Fund provided
$15.5 million in scholarships and other
direct student support to Native students in 2020 to 2021, according to last
week’s media alert. Over the past 32
years, the College Fund has provided
more than $259 million benefitting
American Indian students. Its first
Facebook challenge in November 2021
raised more than $300,000 for Native
students.
People interested in participating in
the 200-Mile Cycle Challenge can sign
up here.

Anne Sears, who is the first Alaska Native woman to serve as an Alaska state trooper, retired after 22 years.

Investigator Focused on Missing
and Murdered Indigenous People
BY CASEY GROVE - ALASKA
PUBLIC MEDIA
MAY 12, 2022
The state of Alaska’s first investigator focused specifically on missing and
murdered Indigenous people has been
on the job for about three weeks now,
working on cases and sorting out how
the new position will function.
Anne Sears, who had been retired
after 22 years in law enforcement, was
the first Alaska Native woman to serve
as an Alaska State Trooper.
Now she’s back, trying to tackle a
long-running problem: the disproportionate number of Indigenous people
who go missing and are murdered in
Alaska.
Along with her hopes for solving
cases and bringing closure to families,
Sears says she wants to bring more attention to the issue.
The following transcript has been
lightly edited for clarity.
Anne Sears: I think a lot of the
problem that we have, just to start out
with, is that we don’t shine enough of a
light on it. I mean, even just me doing
this for three weeks now, or going on
three weeks, I’ve been contacted by
folks that are just saying, “Hey, my sister, my friend — I know about this
woman that was found.” And I’m getting a lot of contact from people around
the state. And those were folks that I
wasn’t aware of. I have my list that I
got from the troopers, and I’m getting
other names, too.
Casey Grove: I should ask, how will
this work? You’ve mentioned that it’s
brand new, and you’re still figuring that
out. But will you also be involved in
new investigations as things come up?
Anne Sears: Yes, you’re right, this
is very new. So, it’s kind of a work in
progress. But that is one of the goals of
the commissioner. Not only older, unsolved, either homicides or suspicious
missing persons, but anything new that
comes up. Kind of being a source of information or looking at what all has
been gathered so far and maybe, you
know, helping it along. I mean, our
troopers do a very good job out in the
field, but maybe having an extra set of
eyes and ears, ideas, might help in the
long run.
Casey Grove: I’m trying to think
how to ask you this and not sound like
a jerk. Like I don’t want to be like critical, because it’s not maybe a criticism
of mine, but I can imagine maybe people saying, “Why would there just be
this one person in charge of this, these
types of investigations or handling
these types of investigations? Why
couldn’t the state have done a better job
on this issue with all of its investigators?”
Anne Sears: I mean, that’s actually
a good question and a good observation. And I would say that, I mean, we
have troopers in our rural areas that
start out investigating, whether it’s a
homicide or missing person, maybe a
search and rescue. We have investigators that, if it’s looking suspicious, or if
we do have a homicide in one of our
rural communities, those folks will respond out to those communities. For
the most part, those
situations are resolved. The ones
that aren’t resolved are going to be
where I come in. So it’s not really just
me, it’s troopers in the rural communities, it’s going to be investigators in our
rural communities. It’s going to be the
investigators that go out from Anchorage, Fairbanks, Soldotna, out to our
rural communities. We also have cold
case investigators — an investigator —

the Missing Persons Clearing House,
which keeps track of everybody in the
state of Alaska that is still missing. So
it’s really not just me. There’s a whole
team behind me. I’m, again, just going
to shine a light on it more, and that will
be my focus.
Casey Grove: You were the first
Alaska Native woman to be a trooper.
You spent 22 years total in law enforcement. Is there anything about this that’s
sort of personal for you, that made you
want to come back and take this job?
Anne Sears: There is. I don’t know
if “personal” is the right word for it. But
being born in Alaska, raised in Alaska,
being the daughter of an Indigenous
woman myself, I think my connection
is just as an Alaskan and as a state
trooper. I worked in rural Alaska in the
small villages, and I saw how homicides, suicides, sexual assault, sexual
abuse cases affected a whole community, you know, everybody was
touched. It’s not just that immediate
family. And I think that is what drew
me, because I was working in these
communities, and I lived in them.
Galena, I lived in Nome, I lived in
Kotzebue. And it does affect you as a
person, maybe more as an Indigenous
person myself.
Casey Grove: When this position
came up, I’m just kind of curious how
that came to be. I mean, you could have
stayed retired.
Anne Sears: I could have.

Casey Grove: What was it? Was
there something about this in particular
that you wanted to come back and do
this kind of work?
Anne Sears: Oh, definitely. I told
the commissioner when I talked to him
last year that this would be about the
only thing that I would come back for.
It’s that important, and it came about,
as you know, between Commissioner
(James) Cockerel and the governor’s
office, and both seeing the need to have
one person that’s kind of the center of
that.
Casey Grove: What does success
look like here? Is it, you know, solving
a crime and putting somebody away for
a murder? Is it just even if somebody
went missing with no suspicious circumstances, finding out what happened
to them? All of the above? I mean, what
does that look like to you?
Anne Sears: Yeah, I would say all of
the above, and probably the most important thing is giving some closure to
the family and to that person’s loved
ones as to what did happen. And if it involves being able to charge somebody
with a homicide, that’s another closure,
another piece of the closure, for a family. I think, ultimately, that’s what it’s
going to boil down to, you know, making the family whole.
This story was originally published
by Alaska Public Media and is republished by Native News Online with permission.

DANA
&
TIM
All family and friends are
Invited to attend.
Peever Community Center

Wedding Ceremony of
Dana D, Knight and
Timothy R. LaBatte
June 4, 2022 – 2:00 pm
Peever Community Center
Following the engagement of
February 14, 2022
Dana Is the daughter of the Late Verla Knight
and the Great Granddaughter of the late
Howard Wounded Horse of the Lakota Tribe,
Wounded Knee, SD
Tim is the son of the late Reuben Sr. and
Viva LaBatte. Big Coulee District, Sisseton
Wahpeton Sioux Tribe.

Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate
Department of Transportation
12554 BIA Hwy. 711.
PO BOX 509
Agency Village, SD 57262
BIA Route 711 Street Reconstruction and site improvements, and alternate, BIA 701
Milling and Overlay.
The Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate Department of Transportation working with its procured
contractor will be getting started on the 2022 construction season, BIA Route 711 Street
Reconstruction and site improvements, and alternate BIA 701 Milling and Overlay.
This project will be starting the second week in May 2022. The contractor and their subcontractors will begin mobilizing into the area this week and possibly getting started with
the milling process this same week. I have attached an overview map to show the areas of
construction. We will still be able to get around in the area, however there may be some delays;
please plan accordingly. Please refer to the map showing the construction areas.
We will also need to be aware of the BIA routes 7 (Agency Village rd.), 5 (Enemy Swim rd.)
and 3 (Buffalo Lake rd.) Chip seal project.
These projects will have signage showing the areas of construction and there will be TERO
certified flaggers stopping traffic when needed. Please be aware of the construction signs and
flaggers, give them room to make the necessary improvements. We will need to be giving room
to other drivers as well as during this process, there will be loose gravel on the roads we travel.
Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate, Department of Transportation Office.
(605) 698-8355
Cell (605) 268-1775
E-mail: clifforde@swo-nsn.gov
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